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Introduction
The enhancement of the optical response by nanometric metallic systems (e.g.
gold and silver nanoparticles), due to their localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPRs), has raised large fundamental and technological interest during the past
decade. Such enhancement is associated with the collective resonant electron
oscillation, that is driven by an external electromagnetic ﬁeld. Gold nanorods
(AuNRs) have broadly tunable LSPRs, which can be adjusted in the visible and
near-infrared (NIR) range by acting on their shape, size, and composition [1].
The size aﬀects mainly dynamical properties and the interaction with the en-
vironment (e.g. cellular uptake and cytotoxicity in biological systems) [24]. The
shape (in particular the length-to-diameter ratio) mainly rules the the plasmon
resonance bands, therefore the optical response [5, 6]. Further, conﬁnement ef-
fects on nano-scale dimension can lead to quantum eﬀects and alter some physical
features, e.g. the surface plasmon broadening and the average Au-Au bond length
[7, 8].
The geometrical aspects of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) can be modulated in
the synthesis procedure. Generally for spherical objects, with the increase of
the particle size the surface plasmon absorption maximum redshifts. When the
AuNPs form assemblies or aggregates, it redshifts to the NIR region and when the
shape of the particle changes from sphere-like to rod-like, a degree of anisotropy
is introduced. As a consequence, the LSPR spectrum splits into two bands: a
stronger long-wavelength band in the NIR region and a weaker short-wavelength
band in the visible region. The absorption spectrum of gold nanorods is very
sensitive to the aspect ratio (i.e. the length-to-diameter ratio) [911].
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Due to their interesting and versatile properties, the high tolerability in living
organisms and the ease of the functionalization, noble metal nanoparticles have
diﬀerent applications in several ﬁelds of nanobiotechnology, including surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy, luminescence, ﬂuorescence and photoacustic spec-
troscopy [1214], biological imaging [1519] and biomedicine (e.g. the mini-
mally invasive microsurgery by photothermal eﬀects) [2025]. The biosensing
and biomedical potential of these metallic nanoparticles depends on how they
interact with the NIR light and the biological environment. An intriguing per-
spective is to gain a substantial control over the principal properties, eﬃciently
and systematically, in order to optimize them for biotechnological applications.
The preparation and characterization of gold nanoparticles has been the topic
of several research groups. Turkevitch and his coworkers ﬁrst reported a chem-
ical reduction method to prepare gold nanoparticles using gold(III) derivatives
(HAuCl4) and citrate as oxidizing and reducing agents, respectively. Then, var-
ious chemical, electrolytic, photolytic and radiolysis methods have been used
for the reduction of solute gold species by a large number of reducing agents.
The most common cationic surfactant, namely, cetyltrimethylammonium bro-
mide (CTAB) can act as a shape-directing agent, becoming responsible for the
anisotropic growth of nanoparticles in aqueous solution and for their positive sur-
face charge. The reduction process requires the gradual addition of ascorbic acid.
By control of the total amount and rate of administration of the ascorbic acid,
it is possible to realize a systematic modulation of average lengths, diameters,
shapes and light extinction coeﬃcients of the nanoparticles [26, 27].
Cytotoxicity tests on human skin cell (HaCaT keratinocytes), revealed that
gold spherical nanoparticles are not toxic. Instead, gold nanorods exhibit rela-
tively high toxicity, since in their synthesis a seed-mediated, surfactant-assisted
growth method is used. The presence of CTAB as coating material makes AuNRs
toxic. The problem could be overcome with further functionalization with ei-
ther thiolated polyethylene glycol (PEG) or mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA)
[2831].
Exposure of the nanopartilces to light can convert the absorbed photons into
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phonons, leading to a temperature increase of the lattice. This phenomenon is
referred to as the photothermal eﬀect of the metal nanoparticles. In photo-thermal
cancer therapy (PTT) a beam of light, incident to the absorbing agents, induces
electronic transitions from the ground state to the excited state. The electronic
excitation energy subsequently relaxes through nonradiative decay channels and
the resulting increase in the kinetic energy leads to the overheating of the local
environment around the light absorbing species. The heat dissipation from the
hot particles may selectively cause damages to the targeted cancer cells and can
be thus employed for local cell or tissue destruction. Noble metal nanoparticles
became very useful as agents for PTT on account of their enhanced absorption
cross sections, which are four to ﬁve orders of magnitude larger than those oﬀered
by conventional photoabsorbing dyes. This strong absorption ensures eﬀective
laser therapy at relatively lower energies rendering the therapy method minimally
invasive. Additionally, metal nanostructures have higher photostability, and they
do not suﬀer from photobleaching [9].
In the present thesis a gold-nanoparticle-mediated gene delivery application is
presented. Nanorods are functionalized with the cationic surfactant CTAB in the
synthesis process. The positive surface charge allows particles to attractively inter-
act with poly-anionic macromolecules, such as DNA fragments. In nanorod/DNA
complexes formation, size, charge, symmetry, geometrical and dynamical prop-
erties strongly depend on the molar ratio between their constituents. Nanorods
uniaxial anisotropy is a peculiar aspect of the system. It deﬁnes the way that
particles and DNA can be organized in three dimensions. The complexes can be
considered as constituted of DNA fragment mediating interparticle interactions
between rod-like nano-objects [32].
These complexes represent a non-viral vector for gene delivery: the DNA
within them represents their cargo, which has to be protected during the cel-
lular uptake, while the complexes overcome several extra- and intra-cellular bar-
riers. Once eﬃciently internalized, the complexes have to traverse the cytoplasm
and only in the proximity of the nucleus (perinuclear region) the DNA should
be realesed. The amount of nucleic acid that enters into the nucleus deﬁnes the
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transfection eﬃciency. One of the most interesting aspects of gold nanorods is
the controlled gene-payload release. It can be mediated and driven by the optical
response of gold to a laser beam, tuned at the wavelength of the localized surface
plasmon resonance. Electronic excitations and the subsequent nonradiative de-
cays induce an increase of the kinetic energy, a local overheating and a rapid and
deep alteration of the structure. The bonds between nanoparticles and nucleic
acid are broken and, as a consequence, the DNA is released.
The aim of this work is to perform a structural analysis of the nanoparticles
and the nanorod/DNA complexes, with diﬀerent experimental techniques, in or-
der to optimize the physical parameters for gene delivery applications. The NR
synthesis procedure and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) have been car-
ried out at CNR, National Research Council of Italy, Institute for physical and
chemical processes, Bari division (Bari, Italy). Synchrotron small angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) experiments have been performed at the Austrian small angle
X-ray beamline at the European Electra synchrotron facility (Trieste, Italy). We
analyzed the synchrotron SAXS data and carried out dynamic light scattering
(DLS), electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) and UV-Visible absorption spec-
troscopy measurements at the NanoDelivery Lab, Università La Sapienza (Roma,
Italy).
The thesis is divided into 4 chapters. Chapter 1 underlines some physical
aspects of gold nanoparticles and how the optical properties of noble metal systems
are related to the nanobiotechnology. After a brief historical introduction, the
application in cancer therapy and gene delivery is presented. The last sections
discuss the physical background of the surface plasmon resonance, specify the
approximations adopted, the theories developed and the validity ranges. More
precisely, the study is focused on a cylindrical system model, which is supposed
to describe the relation between nanorod geometry and surface plasmon resonance
wavelengths.
In Chapter 2 a presentation of the materials involved precedes the sections
about the experimental method adopted. TEM, DLS and synchrotron SAXS
provide information about size, shape and geometrical structure of the systems
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under study, i.e. gold nanorods (NRs) and NR/DNA complexes. The electro-
static interaction is the main driving factor in the interaction among aggregates
and between the complexes and the environment and it is related to the zeta po-
tential, which has been measured through electrophoretic light scattering (ELS)
techniques. Further, absorption spectra in the ultraviolet-visible range have been
carried out, to evaluate the NR-DNA binding eﬀect on the nucleic acid structure
and to measure the LSPR wavelengths.
All the results obtained are discussed in Chapter 3, within which a ﬁrst sec-
tion involves the study of structure, dynamics and optics of the nanorods and
another one includes the NR/DNA complexes analysis. Finally, Chapter 4 gives
an overview, focused on the conclusions related to the experimental results and
the consequent perspectives of application.
v

Chapter 1
Gold nanoparticles
Although gold is the subject of one of the most ancient themes of investigation
in science, nowadays its renaissance is related to the studies of nanoparticles and
self-assembled complexes, in the context of nanobiotechnoloy. Gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) present fascinating aspects either in their assembly of multiple types,
either for the behavior of the individual systems, size-related electronic, magnetic
and optical properties [33]. Their promises are in the ﬁelds of spectroscopy and
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imaging, as well as in the bottom-up approach of nanotechnology.
1.1 Historical background
It is probable that soluble gold appeared around the 5th or 4th century B.C.
in Egypt and China. In antiquity, materials were used in an ecological sense for
both aesthetic and curative purposes. Colloidal gold was used to make ruby glass
and for coloring ceramics. Perhaps the most famous example is the Lycurgus Cup
that was manufactured in the 5th to 4th century B.C. It is ruby red in transmitted
light and green in reﬂected light, due to the presence of gold colloids. Until the
Middle Ages soluble gold was used for healing purpose for various diseases, such
as heart and venereal problems, dysentery, epilepsy, and tumors, and for diagnosis
of syphilis [33].
From the 17th century philosophers, medical doctors, chemists and other sci-
entists have worked on colloidal gold and on its characteristics. In 1857, Faraday
reported the formation of deep-red solutions of colloidal gold by reduction of an
aqueous solution of chloroaurate (AuCl−4 ). He investigated the optical properties
of thin ﬁlms and observed reversible color changes upon mechanical compression
(from bluish-purple to green upon pressurizing). The term colloid (from Greek
κo´λλα, glue) was coined shortly thereafter by Graham, in 1861, to identiﬁcate
substances that diﬀuse slowly, do not form crystals and whose aspect is similiar
to gelatine [34].
At the beginning of the 20th century Wilhelm Ostwald contributed decisively
to the further development of colloid science. He was the ﬁrst to point out that
the properties of metal particles in the nanometer range are mainly determined
by surface atoms. He concluded that those nanoparticles, should exhibit novel
properties with respect to bulk ones, e.g. the melting point and the color. The
former is related to the number of surface atoms, the latter is governed by the
plasmon resonances, quantitative described by the Mie theory (1908) [35].
In 1977 Van Duyne and Creighton observed and described the Surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS) [3638]. The enhancement of the Raman signals from
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molecules adsorbed on the surface of noble metal nanoparticles has a great po-
tential as a quantitative tool in the analytical sciences and applications in the
contexts of biological sensing, environmental monitoring and trace analysis. In
the last decade the development of the synthesis and analysis techniques led to
a ﬁner modulation of particles properties, a deeper knowledge of their structure
and their dynamic interaction with matter and biological systems and a concrete
perspective to applications in cancer therapy and in drug or gene delivery.
1.2 Application in gene therapy
The chemical, biological, physical and photo-physical properties of gold nanopar-
ticles have lead to an increasing clinical interest in several applications, including
drug and gene delivery. Due to their capability to bind a wide range of organic
molecules, their low level of toxicity, and their strong and tunable optical absorp-
tion, gold NPs have been studied as agents apt to control the transport and the
release of pharmaceutical compounds or deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) fragments.
Of speciﬁc interest are the variations in surface modiﬁcation, the bioconjugation
(i.e. the binding to biomolecules) and the biodistribution of the resulting nanopar-
ticles (i.e. the tracking of the complexes inside living cells or tissues) [39, 40].
Drug and gene delivery systems based on nanoparticles oﬀer optimal biodistri-
bution, in vivo stability and some opportunities to improve the solubility. Gene
delivery, or gene therapy consists of using viral or non-viral vectors to transport
foreign genes into somatic cells in order to remedy defective genes or provide addi-
tional biological functions. The use of viruses as a vehicle for gene therapy is now
well known, however, the viral vectors have the following main disadvantages: (i)
irregular cytotoxicity, (ii) the stimulation of an immune response, (iii) limitations
in targeting speciﬁc cell types, (iv) low DNA carrying capacity and (v) diﬃculties
in production and packaging.
In contrast, non-viral gene delivery systems provide some potential beneﬁts
and have low toxicity, but suﬀer from low transfection eﬃciency (which is deﬁned
by the amount of the nucleic acid that enters into the cellular nucleus) due to
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the diﬃculty of controlling the process at the nanoscale. All the known vectors
must overcome several barriers between the site of administration and the nu-
cleus. These diﬃculties include surviving the extracellular environment, crossing
the cellular membrane, protecting the nucleic acid from nuclease degradation and,
ﬁnally, the release of the nucleic acid in the nucleus. To date magnetic nanopar-
ticles, carbon nanotube and liposomes are the most common non-viral carriers
for gene delivery. Gold nanoparticles are also attractive because of their unique
properties, which have been investigated in several works in the last decade.
For example, Prasad and his coworkers used gold nanorods to deliver a spe-
ciﬁc nucleic acid (namely siRNA) to target cells or tissues. They conjugated
the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) -capped gold
nanorods to siRNA and studied the uptake inside the dopaminergic neuronal
cells. Using both dark-ﬁeld imaging and confocal microscopy, they found that the
nucleic acid was eﬃciently delivered after treatment with the gold nanorod/siRNA
conjugates and cell viability was 98% [41]. The combination of phototherapy with
conventional gene delivery has a great potential and oﬀers a high possibility to im-
prove the eﬃciency of gene transfection into cells. Indeed, the irradiation of metal
nanoparticles with a femtosecond pulse leads to a rapid increase in the electron
temperature. The resulting electron distribution reaches the equilibrium (internal
electron thermalization) by elastic electronelectron collisions [42, 43]. The non-
equilibrium temperature diﬀerence between the electron gas and the lattice gives
rise to energy exchange between the electrons and the lattice (electronphonon
coupling). The laser energy therefore results in excitations of mechanical eigen-
modes of the particles, whose frequency is a sensitive function of the particle
geometry.
AuNPs have strong and tunable surface plasmon absorption in the visible and
near infrared (NIR) range, so they can be widely employed in controlled release
systems. The followings are some examples: (i) the release of plasmid DNA
from gold nanoparticles after exposure to a pulsed laser beam: the plasmid DNA
was released from the complexes by laser irradiation without any fragmentation
of DNA [44]. (ii) A fast spatially-controlled drug-release mechanism from gold
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nanospheres, driven by visible irradiation at low excitation power: the carriers
were designed to exploit multiphoton excitations, triggered by the local electro-
magnetic ﬁeld enhancement induced by the NPs [45]. (iii) The remote control of
green ﬂuorescence protein (EGFP) expression in HeLa cells using gold nanorods,
excited with NIR irradiation: when femtosecond NIR irradiation was applied,
a change of shape from rod to sphere was observed. It was proposed that the
transformation of shape induced a release of DNA from the complexes [46]
Finally, another work provides an elegant further demonstration of the depen-
dence of the nanoparticle optical response on the system geometry: gold nanorods
have been used to selectively release multiple DNA oligonucleotides, which have
been cojugated to short and long NRs (with aspect ratio of 4.0 and 5.4, respec-
tively, corresponding to longitudinal plasmon resonances at 800 and 1100 nm
respectively) [47]. When the mixture of the two diﬀerent sizes of gold nanorods
was irradiated with a laser beam at the wavelength of 800 nm, only the short gold
nanorods released DNA, but not the long ones. Alternatively, when a laser at the
wavelength of 1100 nm was used to irradiate the mixture, the long rods released
their cargo, but not the short ones.
1.3 Synthesis
In 1951 Turkevitch proposed a method of AuNP synthesis using citrate reduc-
tion of HAuCl4 in water. It became the most popular procedure and manifold
chemical, electrolytic, photolytic and radiolysis methods have been developed,
consisting on the reduction of solute gold species by a large number of reducing
agents. The size can be controlled by varing the reducing-agents-to-gold molar
ratio. In order to prepare AuNPs-based material, the simultaneous addiction
of citrate salt and amphiphile surfactants can be adopted, in a seed-mediated,
surfactant-assisted growth method.
Aqueous colloids of gold nanorods may be synthesized by self-assembly through
the reduction of chloroauric acid by ascorbic acid in the presence of the surfactant
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), which forms micelles and a bilayer
5
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around the gold crystals, very small gold nanospheres (seeds), and a minimal
quantity of silver nitrate. Throughout the growth, the CTAB coats certain facets
of the gold crystals more favourably than others, probably due to steric eﬀects.
As a consequence the nanoparticles grow more rapidly along the directions coated
by less CTAB, which acts as shape-driving agent. The growth of gold nanorods
from the reduction of chloroauric acid by means of ascorbic acid requires each
chloroauric acid molecule to receive three electrons, whilst each ascorbic acid
molecule donates two electrons. In the presence of CTAB and silver nitrate, this
process develops in two steps. The ﬁrst step occurs spontaneously and transforms
the Au3+ into Au1+. Conversely, the second step requires the introduction of a
catalyst to reduce the Au1+ to Au0, and typically begins on addition of gold seeds,
which grow and become elongated.
Diﬀerent strategies for the secondary overgrowth of these nanoparticles are
reported in the scientiﬁc literature, and may imply the addition of gold ions and
further chemicals. [7, 26, 30, 48]. AuNP size and shape can be modulated in
the synthesis procedure and systems with diﬀerent geometrical features can be
obtained. Some examples are shown in Fig. 1.3.1.
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Figure 1.3.1: Evolution of AuNPs morphology. TEM images of seeds (a,b) and
nanorods (c-h) isolated at diﬀerent times after seed addition [30].
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1.4 Localized surface plasmon resonance
Most of the physical features of the noble metals (e.g. silver and gold) arise from
their peculiar structures: the atoms are spatially organized in a face-centered-
cube (fcc) crystalline lattice, the electron are distributed on d-valence bands and
a (s,p)-conduction band. The former are totally ﬁlled, while the latter is partially
occupied by the conduction electrons, which are delocalized over the lattice and
can be approximated by a gas of free particles. Figure 1.4.1 shows the band
structure of gold and the Fermi surface, which separates the occupied states from
the unoccupied ones, in the reciprocal space at zero temperature.
Figure 1.4.1: Energy bands and Fermi surface of gold [49].
The electronic and optical properties of the noble metals depends mostly on
the conduction electrons response to an external stress. For our purposes, we are
interested in plasmons, or plasma oscillations, which are free-electron gas density
oscillations with respect to the positive ions background. They can be considered
as elementary excitations of the interacting-electron system.
The coupling of an electromagnetic ﬁeld with plasma oscillations yields the
propagation of surface electromagnetic waves. These excitations can propagate
at the interface between a dielectric and a conductor, yelding the delocalized
surface plasmons. Localized surface plasmons (LSPs), on the other hand, are
8
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non-propagating excitations of the metallic nanostructure conduction electrons,
coupled with electromagnetic ﬁelds. The LSP is thus the result of the conﬁnement
of a surface plasmon in a nanoparticle of size comparable to or smaller than the
wavelength of light used to excite it.
Figure 1.4.2: Representative electric ﬁeld lines in z-direction, due to: (a) delo-
calized surface plasmons at the interface between a metal and a dielectric; (b)
localized surface plasmons on nanosize spherical particle [50].
A rigorous description of the interaction between spherical particles of arbi-
trary size and the electromagnetic radiation is provided by the Mie model [35].
This theory was developed in 1908, in order to investigate the scattering and ab-
sorption from colloidal gold spheres in a water solution and was soon followed by
the equivalent formulation proposed by Peter Debye (1909). The Mie approach
9
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to the problem is outlined in Appendix A, where the solving strategy adopted by
Mie is presented. In the following section we restrict to a simpler model, which
provides the resonance condition for the LSP excitation by an electromagnetic
wave of wavelength much bigger than the metallic particle size.
1.4.1 Fro¨hlich condition
In order to describe the physics of localized surface plamon resonances a quasi-
static approximation can be ﬁrstly considered. An isotropic, homogeneus metallic
sphere of radius a is located at the origin of a reference frame in a uniform electric
ﬁeld, parallel to the z direction ~E0 = E0zˆ. The surrounding medium is isotropic,
non-absorbing, with dielectric constant m. The dielectric response of the sphere
is described in terms of the complex dielectric function (ω) = 1(ω) + i2(ω).
Through the solution of the Laplace equation of the electrostatic potential ∇2Φ =
0, the electric ﬁeld can be calculated ~E = −~∇Φ. Due to the azymuthal symme-
try of the problem, the general solution, in cylindrical polar coordinates, can be
written in the form
Φ(r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0
[Alr
l +Blr
−(l+1)]Pl(cos θ), (1.4.1)
where Pl(cos θ) indicate the Legendre Polynomials of order l. Due to the
requirement that the potentials remain ﬁnite at the origin, the solution for the
potentials Φin inside and Φout outside the sphere can be written as
Φin(r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0
Alr
lPl(cos θ) (1.4.2)
Φout(r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0
[Blr
l + Clr
−(l+1)]Pl(cos θ). (1.4.3)
The coeﬃcients Al, Bl and Cl are determined from the boundary condition at
r = a and r →∞.
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lim
r→∞
Φout(r, θ) = −E0r cos θ ⇒
B1 = −E0Bl = 0 l 6= 1 (1.4.4)
At the sphere surface the constrains of equality of the tangential components
of the electric ﬁeld and the normal components of the displacement ﬁeld demands
that − 1a
(
∂Φin
∂θ
)
r=a
= − 1
a
(
∂Φout
∂θ
)
r=a
− (∂Φin
∂r
)
r=a
= −m
(
∂Φout
∂r
)
r=a
(1.4.5)
According to the above relations, Al = Cl = 0 for l 6= 1. Via the calculation
of the remaining coeﬃcients, the potentials can be written as
Φin = − 3m
+ 2m
E0r cos θ (1.4.6)
Φout = −E0r cos θ + − m
+ 2m
E0a
3 cos θ
r2
. (1.4.7)
Φout describes the superposition of the applied ﬁeld and the ﬁeld of a dipole
located at the particle center. Φout can be written in terms of the dipole moment
~p:
Φout = −E0r cos θ + ~p · ~r
4pi0mr3
(1.4.8)
~p = 4pi0ma
3 − m
+ 2m
~E0 = 0mα ~E0. (1.4.9)
The electric ﬁeld can be evaluated from ~E = −~∇Φ:
~Ein =
3m
+ 2m
~E0 (1.4.10)
~Eout = ~E0 +
3rˆ(rˆ · ~p)− ~p
4pi0mr3
. (1.4.11)
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Figure 1.4.3: Examples of electric potential (top panels) and square modulus of
the electric ﬁeld (bottom panel) of a metallic sphere of radius a, in arbitrary units.
In the quasi-static regime ( ~E = E0e−iωtzˆ, a  λ) they describe the response of
the system within the near zone (~k ·~r  1, |~r| > a), under the resonance condition
(<{(ω)} ≈ −2m).
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The applied ﬁeld induces a dipole moment inside the sphere of magnitude
proportional to E0 and to the complex polarizability α:
α = 4pia3
− m
+ 2m
. (1.4.12)
For the case of small or slowly-varying ={} around the minimum of | +
2m|, the polarizability experiences a resonant enhancement under the Fro¨hlich
condition:
<{} = −2m. (1.4.13)
For a Drude metal sphere, (ω) has the form
(ω) = 1− ω
2
p
ω2 + 2iγω
(1.4.14)
where ωp = ρe2/0m denotes the plasma frequency of the free-electron gas (ρ
and m are the electron density and the electron mass, repectevely) and γ is its
collision frequency. If the systems is located in air, the resonant enhancement of
the polarizability occours at ω0 = ωp/
√
3.
For a small sphere with a  λ, its representation as an ideal dipole is valid
in the quasi-static regime. Under plane-wave illumination, the ﬁelds ~E(~r, t) =
~E0e
−iωt induces an oscillating dipole moment ~p(t) = 0mα ~E0e−iωt. Under this ap-
proximation, the dipole surface plasmon of the metal nanoparticle is the oscillating
mode associated with the Fro¨hlich condition. The radiation of the dipole leads to
scattering of the plane wave by the sphere, which can be represented as radiation
by a point-like dipole. The total electric and magnetic ﬁelds, ~E(t) = ~Ee−iωt and
~H(t) = ~He−iωt respectively, associated with the oscillating electric dipole can be
written as
~H =
ck2eikr
4pir
(
1− 1
ikr
)
rˆ ∧ ~p (1.4.15)
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~E =
1
4pi0m
{
k2eikr
r
rˆ ∧ ~p+
(
1
r3
− ik
r2
)
eikr [3rˆ(rˆ · ~p)− ~p]
}
. (1.4.16)
rˆ is the unit vector in the direction of the point of interest and k = 2pi/λ. In
the near zone, for kr  1, the electrostatic result for the electric ﬁeld is recovered
and the magnetic ﬁeld vanishes for kr → 0. In the radiation zone, deﬁned by
kr  1, the dipole ﬁelds are spherical-waves.
~H =
ck2eikr
4pir
rˆ ∧ ~p (1.4.17)
~E =
√
µ0
0m
~H ∧ rˆ. (1.4.18)
Further the corresponding cross sections for scattering and absorption experi-
ence a resonant behaviour under the Fro¨hlich condition (1.4.13). They can be
evaluated form the net range of energy variation as the radiation traverses the
particle.
σsc =
Wsc
Iinc
(1.4.19)
σabs =
Wabs
Iinc
(1.4.20)
where Iinc indicates the intensity incident on the particle surface,Wsc andWext are
the scattered and absorbed energy rates. The extintion cross section is the sum of
the scattering and absorpiton contributes. σext = σsc+σabs and the generic energy
rate W can be determined from the Poyinting law, i.e. evaluating the Poyinting
vector (~S = ~E ∧ ~H) ﬂow through a closed surface Σ containing the particle.
W ∝
˛
Σ
~S · d~Σ =
˛
Σ
~E ∧ ~H · d~Σ. (1.4.21)
Finally, the cross sections for scattering and absorption read:
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σsc =
k4
6pi
|α|2 = 8pi
3
k4a6
|− m|2
|+ 2m|2 (1.4.22)
σabs = k={α} = 4pika3=
{
− m
+ 2m
}
. (1.4.23)
For small particles (a  λ), the absorbance scales with the volume and the
scattering with the second power of volume, hence the absorbtion dominates over
the scattering processes. For larger particles, the quasi-static approximation is
not valid and a more rigorous electrodynamic approach is required (i.e. the Mie
theory. Appendix A), because of signiﬁcant phase-changes of the driving ﬁeld over
the particle volume [48, 51]. However it is worth of note that various modiﬁcations,
extensions and corrections to Mie's original formulation have been developed,
dealing with nonspherical geometries, core-shell particles, nonlocal response and
nonlinear optical eﬀects. Further, for particles size of the order of or below 1 nm,
quantum eﬀects become not negligible and the problem has to be treated using a
quantum mechanical formalism [48, 50, 52, 53].
1.4.2 Nanorods
It is noteworth to state that non-spherical geometries lead to more complex and
usually not analitical solution to the scattering and absorption problem. To ac-
count for the optical properties of nanorods, they have mostly been treated as
spheroids, under the Gans theoretical framework. Gans described these systems
with a model based on the Mie theory. In his formulation two spectrally separated
plasmon resonances occour, corresponding to oscillations of its conduction elec-
trons along the major or minor axis, respectively. The polarizabilities αj along
the principal axes are:
αj =
4pi
3
3∏
j=1
aj
(ω)− m
m+Lj[(ω)− m] , (1.4.24)
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where the ellipsoid is deﬁned by the quadratic form
∑3
j=1 x
2
j/a
2
j = 1 and Lj are
geometrical factors that include its ellipticity. The resonance due to oscillations
along the major axis can show a signiﬁcant spectral red-shift compared to the
plasmon resonance of a sphere of the same volume. Thus, plasmon resonances
can be lowered in frequency using metallic nanoparticles with large aspect ratio.
Figure 1.4.4: Localized surface plasmon resonance of non-spherical systems. In
the left panel the eﬀects of the aspect ratio (length-to-diameter ratio) on the
surface mode of small spheroids are shown. The arrows indicate the direction of
the electric ﬁeld [52]. The right panel shows UVVisNIR spectra of dispersions
containing gold nanorods with diﬀerent aspect ratios, indicated by the numbers in
(a) and the blue shift in the transverse peak (b) with the increasing of the aspect
ratio [48].
Here, an alternative scheme is presented, which has been proposed by Huang
and co-workers in 2009 [54]. In their picture, the nanorod is modeled as an
inductor-capacitor (LC) circuit and its optical properties are studied. The system
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consists of a subwavelength-size gold nanorod, which has a length of l and radius
of r0 (r0 < l) and is embedded in a dielectric with permittivity m. The incident
light is linearly polarized along the rod axis, in order to excite the strongest
longitudinal plasmon mode. Supposing that the radius of nanorod is smaller than
the skin depth (r0 < δ ∼ 20 nm), the ﬁelds inside the nanorod are supposed to be
homogeneous. Further, quantum eﬀects can be ignored if the size of the nanorod
is much larger than the Fermi wavelength (r0  λF ∼ 0.5 nm).
As introducted before, the rod is treated as an inductor-capacitor nanocircuit.
Under the action of the incident light, a current ﬂow I is generated in the nanorod,
which ,in turn, produces a magnetic ﬁeld proportional to it. The self-inductance
L is induced by the magnetic ﬁeld energy U that is stored both inside and outside
the conductor, U = LI2/2. The external magnetic energy is concentrated mainly
near the nanorod, more precisely, in a cylindrical hollow of length l, inner radius
r0 and outer radius l/2 (Figure 1.4.5)[54].
Figure 1.4.5: Schematic view of the structure under study. (a) The subwavelength
gold nanorod is embedded in a dielectric, and the incident light is propagating
with the electric ﬁeld along the rod axis, thus exciting the longitudinal plasmon
resonance. (b) The magnetic ﬁeld distribution around the nanorod when a current
ﬂow in the rod is excited by the light electric ﬁeld [54].
The internal contribution of U is negligible. By calculating the energy in this
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cylindrical hollow, the self-inductance is obtained:
L =
µ0l
2pi
log
l
2r0
. (1.4.25)
Under the driving of a time-harmonic ﬁeld with the angular frequency ω, the
electron inertia leads to a phase displacement between the velocity of electrons
and the current density. This results in a complex nanorod resistance R, deﬁned
as:
R = R0 − iωL0 (1.4.26)
where R0 is the DC resistance and L0indicates the formal inductance provided
from the AC resistance. Indicating with ωp the bulk plasma frequency, with ρ
and m the electron density and the electron mass respectively, L0 and R0 can be
calculated as:
U0 =
1
2
L0I
2
0 =
1
2
mNv2 =
1
2
ρe2
ω2p0
N
(
I0
ρe2pir20
)2
, (1.4.27)
L0 =
µ0l
pir20
c2
ω2p
=
µ0lc
2
pir20
m0
ρe2
. (1.4.28)
R0 =
l
pir20σ0
=
l
pir20
m
ρe2τ
, (1.4.29)
Where σ0 represents the static conductivity and τ is the mean period between
two succesive collisions.
Beacuse of the current ﬂow, electric charges of opposite signs accumulate on the
diﬀerent ends, making the nanorods a circular capacitor. The capacitance C can
be easily calculated from the electrostatic deﬁnition, as the electric charges divided
by the potential diﬀerence between the two disk centers, i.e. C = αpi0mr0.
The factor α includes corrections such as the inhomogeneous distribution of the
potential and the weak coupling between the two disks.
The gold nanorod can be regarded as an electric dipole with its dipole moment
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p = ql. By combining the current ﬂow deﬁnition I = dq
dt
with the following
relationship: ξ = I(R− iωL+ iωC )ξ = ´ Edl = El (1.4.30)
p can be calculated as it follows:
dp
dt
= l
dq
dt
=
l2
R− iωL+ i
ωC
E =
l2
R− iωL+ i
ωC
E0e
iωt (1.4.31)
p =
l2
(L0 + L)(ω20 − ω2 − izω)
E. (1.4.32)
where z = R/(L0 + L) and ω0 = 1/
√
(L0+L)C is a plasmon frequency resonance
of the system, which acts as a typical Lorentz oscillator. The corresponding
wavelength is
λ0 = pinm
√√√√5l
r0
[
2
(
c
ωp
)2
+ r20 log
l
2r0
]
. (1.4.33)
Equation 1.4.33 presents a nonlinear relationship between the resonance wave-
length and the aspect ratio. Further the resonance wavelength is a function of the
rod radius.
A signiﬁcant consequence of the plasmon resonance of nanorod is the greatly
enhanced light scattering and absorption. These eﬀects can be calculated by
introducing the rod polarizability χ (p = 0χE) and by valuating the cross sections
σabs = k0/n0={χ}, and σsc = k40|χ|2/(6pi). For small gold nanorods they read
σsc =
ω4pV
2
6pic4
ω4
(ω20 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2
(1.4.34)
σabs =
ω2pV γ
nmc
ω4
(ω20 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2
. (1.4.35)
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Figure 1.4.6: Calculated extinction spectra for three gold nanorods with diﬀerent
rod sizes, where the rod radius is ﬁxed as 10nm and the length is set as 60, 80
and 100nm, respectively (from the left to the right) [54].
where V is the nanorod volume and γ is the collision frequency of electrons.
The extinction spectrum can be quantiﬁed from σext(λ) = σsc(λ) + σabs(λ) [54].
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Materials and methods
In this chapter the experimental methods used to analyze the systems of in-
terest are explained and the materials adopted are outlined. The systems un-
der study are cylindrical CTAB-coated gold nanoparticle (nanorods) and self-
assembled complexes of nanorods and DNA fragments. The techniques carried
out in this work are described in terms of their experimental and theoretical fea-
tures, in order to emphasize the quantitative and qualitative information which
can be estimated.
NR size has been evaluated by mean of transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements. The
electromagnetic radiation is one of the most important probes to investigate the
structure and the dynamics of matter. Generally, an incident light beam is fo-
cused on a sample and from the detected scattered or transmissed radiation,
structural and optical features are measured. In order to investigate AuNRs and
NR/DNA aggregate geometry and dynamics (i.e. their Brownian diﬀusion coef-
ﬁcients, length, diameter, and eﬀective hydrodynamic radius) dynamic and elec-
trophoretic light scattering experiments (DLS and ELS, respectively) have been
carried out. Finally, the absorption spectra represent one of the most useful tool
to detect the system optical response. From them, nanorod localized surface plas-
mon resonances have been measured and the interaction between nanoparticles
and nucleic acids has been investigated.
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2.1 Nucleic acids
Among the molecules that make up living systems (i.e. proteins, polynucleotides,
polysaccharides, lipids), we are interested in the deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA),
because of their peculiar storing and coding function. Indeed, the aim of the
gene delivery can be extremely summarized as the insertion of foreign nucleic acid
strands into a cell nucleus, through a proper vector. The nucleic acid function-
ality depends on the composition of its elementary units (which deﬁnes a ﬁrst
classiﬁcation in DNA and RNA, based on the backbone sugar) and on its spatial
organization, at diﬀerent size scales.
Figure 2.1.1: Representative deoxyribonucleic acid secondary structure. On the
left a schematic double-strand is shown, with schematic details of the base pairing
and the phosphate-sugar unit. The right side shows the most common DNA
double-helix spatial organization [55].
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2.1.1 DNA Structure
The deoxyribonucleic acids are hetero-polymers, whose elementary units (nu-
cleotides) are composed of a phosphate group, a sugar (namely the deoxyribose)
and a nitrogenous base, namely adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) or thymine
(T) [55]. The coding function is contained in the primary structure, i.e. the mere
sequence of the bases in the polynucleotide chain.
The coupling of the bases through speciﬁc hydrogen bonds (C-G and T-A)
deﬁnes the spatial conﬁguration of two complementary strands (i.e. the secondary
structure), which depends on the sequence and on the environmental conditions
(Figure 2.1.1). In the most common form (i.e. the B-DNA), the base pairs stack
in a twisted ladder-like conformation, with the rings lying ﬂat and orthogonal to
the helix axis, spaced 0.34 nm apart [56]. The negatively charged sugar-phosphate
backbone lies outside of this ﬂexible cylindrical structure, which is about 2 nm in
diameter [57]. The presence of the phosphate group, periodically located along
the backbone, gives a negative surface charge to the molecule, which can interact
with cationic systems.
Diﬀerent environmental conditions (i.e. hydration, salt concentration), the
interaction with proteins or other nucleic acids and speciﬁc base sequences in the
primary structure can lead to other secondary structural forms (Figure 2.1.2),
with diﬀerent geometries, dynamical properties and biological functionalities.
2.1.2 DNA denaturation
The DNA melting or denaturation is a reversible thermodynamic phase transition.
It refers to the dissociation of the two strands in the double helix by an increase
of temperature. The melting is a highly cooperative thermal disruption of the
hydrogen bonds between complementary bases and at the equilibrium melting
temperature half of the bonds are disrupted [59].
Typically a bound state is energetically favored over an unbound one, while
a denaturated segment is entropically favored over a bound one. For short DNA
strands the thermodynamics of the denaturation can be accurately described as
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Figure 2.1.2: Schematic side and top view of diﬀerent DNA secondary structural
forms [58].
a two-state process, the bound or native state (B) and the single-strand state (S)
[60]. It reads:
BS ↔ B + S (2.1.1)
with an equilibrium constant κ = [B] [S] / [BS]. The DNA melting temperature
can be evaluated from the Gibbs free energy variation ∆G:
∆G = ∆H0 − T∆S0 = RT log κ (2.1.2)
from which
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Tm =
∆H0
∆S0 +R log (C) + A
(2.1.3)
where C is related to the nucleic acid concentration, A represents a correction for
auto-complementary eﬀects, ∆H0 and ∆S0 indicate intrinsic values, which depend
on the number and kind of the base pairs in the chain. Indeed, the CG pairing
is stronger than the AT one, because of the diﬀerent number of hydrogen bonds
(three for CG, two for AT. Figure 2.1.1). The resulting eﬀect is that under the
same enviromental and native structural conditions, Tm is high for long helixes,
with many CG pairing. Further, it is noteworth to state that the denaturation
process and consequently the melting temperature are aﬀected by the interactions
with other systems, i.e. charge particles or ions in solution.
Equation 2.1.3 is based on the assumption that only two states are involved
in melting, however, nucleic acids may melt via diﬀerent intermediate states. To
account for such complicated behavior, the methods of statistical mechanics must
be used, which is especially relevant for long sequences, e.g. the Poland-Scheraga
model considers the DNA molecule as composed of an alternating sequence of
bound and denaturated states, while Kittels zipper-model describes the breaking
up of the double helix starting from one end of the chain (Figure 2.1.3).
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a
b
Figure 2.1.3: Representative DNA melting transition. (a) Poland-Scheraga model:
sequence of alternating bound and denaturated states within the same chain. (b)
Zipper model: the hydrogen bonds between two complementary bases can only
break up successively, starting from one end of the chain [59].
2.1.3 Experimental framework
The experiments were carried out using two types of nucleic acids, i.e. calf thymus
(c.t.) and genomic (gen.) DNA. The former has been purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and dissolved in ultrapure water, in order to get a ﬁnal concentration
Cct = 1mg/ml . It is followed by a sonication process, performed for ﬁve minutes
with a high intensity ultrasonic processor (Vibra-Cell). The resulting linear DNA
fragments, which are supposed to have the most common B-DNA structural form,
have length distribution from 500 to 1000 base pairs.
Genomic DNA has been used only in the DLS and ELS experiments at con-
centration Cgen = 0.1mg/ml. It is supposed to be a double-strand nucleic acid
with a more complex spatial organization than the c.t. DNA.
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2.2 Nanorods
In a gene delivery perspective, gold nanorods (AuNRs) represent the elementary
constituents of inorganic non-viral vectors. From a physical point of view, they are
considered as azimuthal-symmetry systems, which can be well approximated to
nanometer size cylinders. The AuNR surface is chemically bound to the cationic
surfactant molecules, i.e. cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), which form
an external bilayer (of thickness s ≈ 3.5 nm [61, 62]) and allow them to electro-
statically interact with the nucleic acids (Figure 2.2.1).
a b
c
d
Figure 2.2.1: Representative CTAB-capped gold nanorod (a), detail of the CTAB
bilayer (b), 2D and 3D representation of the CTAB molecule, panels (c) and (d)
respectively. In the last picture the colors indicate the surface electric potential,
from 0 kcal/(mol e) (purple) to 10 kcal/(mol e) (red), where e indicates the
elementary charge.
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The CTAB-capped gold nanorods used in this work are provided in a 2.5
10−9 M buﬀer solution. They have been synthesized by slightly modifying the
seed-mediated growth method. The synthesis procedure is composed by two
steps. Firstly, 10ml of seed solution was prepared by mixing CTAB (1mmol) and
HAuCl4 3H2O (2.5 10−3 mmol) at room temperature. Then, 0.6ml of ice-cold
aqueous solution of NBH4 (0.01M) were added under vigorous stirring. Upon
solution colour turned from greenish-yellow to brown, the mixture was vigorously
stirred for 2 hours before utilizing it. In second step, 500ml of water dispersed
CTAB-stabilized AuNRs (5.6 10−10 M) were grown by dissolving AgNO3, 18.22mg
of CTAB and 100 mg of HAuCl4 3H2O. Such mixture was kept at room temper-
ature under continuous stirring. After 3 min, aqueous solution of ascorbic acid
(AA) was drop-wise added to the above mixture in [AA] / [Au] = 2 molar ratio.
The ﬂask was stirred until the mixture became colourless (indicative for reduc-
tion of Au(III) to Au(I)). At this point, 0.8ml of seed solution were added to the
growth solution and the mixture was stirred. A maroon color developed in about
30 minutes. After preparation, AuNR solution was puriﬁed from uncoordinated
CTAB by means of cycles of centrifugation.
2.3 Nanorod/DNA complexes
The cationic surfactant (CTAB) bilayer is of fundamental importance in the self-
assembling process, by which the NR/DNA complexes are formed. Figure 2.3.1
shows the CTAB structure and diﬀerent steps of a molecular dynamic simula-
tion involving the surfactant and a short DNA fragment: the electrostatic at-
traction between the positive end of the CTAB molecule and the anionic DNA
double-strand leads to the binding. We carried out the simulation by mean of
a biomolecular modelling software (i.e. Abalone), the CTAB structure was ac-
quired from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the images are obtained with an
interactive visualization program (i.e. Chimera).
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a b
c d
Figure 2.3.1: Role of the CTAB surfactant in gold nanoparticle-based gene de-
livery. Panel (a) shows the CTAB molecule, the other ones show the initial (b)
and ﬁnal steps (c,d) of a molecular dynamic simulation involving a ten-bp B-DNA
fragment and a CTAB molecule: the electrostatic interaction between the cationic
surfactant and the DNA fragment allows the binding. The colors indicate the sur-
face potential of the molecules, blue for negative, red for positive values from -10
to 10 kcal/(mol e), where e indicates the elementary charge.
Nanorod/DNA (NR/DNA) complexes have been prepared through a self-
assembling process, incubating the desired amounts of gold nanoparticles and
DNA with distillated water. In this way sample solutions are obtained, at diﬀer-
ent molar ratios ρ between nanorods and DNA (base pairs).
In size and zeta potential measurements a constant volume of nanorods, i.e.
10µl, has been incubated with diﬀerent amounts of DNA, then water has been
added in order to reach a ﬁnal volume of 1ml. Absorption experiments have been
carried out with 3ml of sample solution, containing NR/ct-DNA complexes. In
Table 2.1 volumes and molar ratios of the constituents are reported.
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C.t. DNA Vol. [µl] ρct [a.u.] Gen. DNA Vol. [µl] ρgen [a.u.]
1 6.6 10−6 10 6.6 10−5
5 1.3 10−6 ← 50 1.1 10−5
10 6.6 10−7 100 6.6 10−6
20 3.3 10−7 200 3.3 10−6
30 2.2 10−7 500 1.3 10−6
35 1.9 10−7 700 9.3 10−7
40 1.6 10−7 ← 1000 6.6 10−7
50 1.3 10−7 2000 3.3 10−7
Table 2.1: Volumes and molar ratios (ρ) of nanorod/DNA complexes used in size
and zeta potential measurements. The arrows show the NR/ct-DNA molar ratios
chosen for the absorption measurements.
2.4 Transmission Electron Microsocopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is based on the wave properties of mov-
ing electrons to generate highly resolved images of the samples under study. Elec-
trons are accelerated and pass from the electron source (typically thermionic or
cold ﬁeld emission gun) through condenser lenses that focus them onto the sam-
ple (Figure 2.4.1). Objective lenses and projector lenses magnify the transmitted
beam and project it onto the ﬂuorescent viewing screen. The impact of the elec-
trons excites the screen and produces a visible magniﬁed image of the sample,
which can be recorded with various detectors, such as a CCD camera [63].
The spatial resolution limit d is determined by the diﬀraction theory of coher-
ent imaging:
d =
λ
n sin(α)
(2.4.1)
where α is the aperture half-angle of the objective lens, n represents the
medium refractive index and λ is the electron De Broglie wavelength, i.e.
λ =
h
mev
√
1− v
2
c2
=
hc√
2E0∆E + (∆E)
2
(2.4.2)
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Figure 2.4.1: Scheme of a transmission electron microscope.
where me and v are the electron rest mass and speed, h is the Planck constant, c
is the speed of light, E0 = mec2 and ∆E = eV , which indicates the electron ki-
netic energy under an applied acceleration voltage V (e is the elementary charge).
Typically, the transmission electron microscopes have small objective lens aper-
tures of typically α = 1° − 2°, and thus the limit of spatial resolution is about
0.1− 0.2 nm (for a voltage of 100 kV).
TEM images of the samples under study in this work have been performed with
a Jeol JEM-1011 microscope, operating at 100 kV. One droplet of the aqueous
AuNR dispersion has been deposited onto a carbon-coated copper grid, and the
images have been recorded after the aqueous solvent evaporation. For a statistical
determination of the average NR size, shape and aspect ratio, at least 200 objects
have been counted for each investigated sample.
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2.5 Small Angle X-ray Scattering
Nanoscale structural analysis of biophysical systems can be carried out through
the small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique. It is based on the diﬀraction
pattern originated by the electron density inhomogeneities of the sample. It oﬀers
two main advantages, i.e. (i) the high-frequency radiation provides a spatial
resolution of about 10Å and (ii) the systems of interest can have a non-crystalline
molecular organization.
2.5.1 Theoretical framework
A high intensity X-ray radiation beam is focused on the specimen (e.g. poly-
mer, macromolecule or supramolecular complex solutions) and scattered light is
detected at several angles (in a typical range of 1°-10°). Hence a curve of the scat-
tered intensity versus ~|q| = |~ki − ~kf | can be obtained. ~q is the diﬀerence between
incident and scattered wave vectors, its modulus is:
~|q| = 4pin0
λ
sin
(
θ
2
)
(2.5.1)
where θ is the scattering angle and n0 is the medium refractive index (Figure
2.5.1).
At a given point (deﬁned by the ~r spatial vector), the resultant ﬁeld amplitude
is the sum of all secondary waves amplitudes, emitted from the electrons, which
resonate with the same frequency of the incident light. Each term is represented by
the contribute ei~q·~r. Because of the enormous numbers of electrons, it is reasonable
to evaluate the scattered resultant amplitude F by performing a spatial integral.
F (~q) =
ˆ
ρ(~r)e−i~q·~rd~r. (2.5.2)
Where ρ(~r) is the electron density. The volume element dV at position ~r
will contain ρ(~r)d~r electrons. Hence the diﬀraction proﬁle F (~q) is the Fourier
transform of the electron density. The intensity can be calculated as the square
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Figure 2.5.1: Scattering scheme by two spheres of diﬀerent size. At bottom, a
comparison of scattering curves is shown [64].
modulus of the ﬁeld amplitude:
I(~q) = F ∗F =
ˆ
ρ1(~r1)ρ2(~r2)e
−i~q·(~r1−~r2)d~r1d~r2. (2.5.3)
Eq. 2.5.3 is a Fourier integral that involve the relative distance ~r = ~r1 − ~r2.
By a convolution, the density autocorrelation function is obtained:
ρ˜2(~r) =
ˆ
ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)d~r1 (2.5.4)
and the intensity can be expressed as a function of the particle structure, by an
integration on the ordinary space:
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I(~q) =
ˆ
ρ˜2(~r)e−i~q·~rd~r. (2.5.5)
It follows that ρ˜2(~r) can be obtained from I(~q) through an inverse Fourier
transform. The reciprocity relationship between ~q- and ordinary space leads large
particles (compared to radiation wavelength) to give diﬀraction patterns concen-
trated at small angles [64].
If the system of interest is statistically isotropic, then the density autocorrela-
tion 2.5.4 depends only of |~r| and the phase factor e−i~q·~r in 2.5.5 can be replaced
by its mean value:
〈
e−i~q·~r
〉
=
sin qr
qr
. (2.5.6)
Further, assuming that there is no long range order, the autocorrelation func-
tion tends to the constant value V ρ¯2, where ρ¯ represents the electron density mean
value and V is the particle volume. Under these conditions the particle structure
can be expressed in terms of the density ﬂuctuation η = ρ − ρ¯, instead of the
density ρ itself. The autocorrelation function is then redeﬁned in the following
form:
η2 = ρ¯2 − V ρ¯2 = V γ(r). (2.5.7)
where η = ρ− ρ¯ and γ(r) represents the average of the product of two ﬂuctu-
ations at distance r.
γ(r) = 〈η(~r1)η(~r2)〉r = |~r1 − ~r2| (2.5.8)
Finally, the scattering proﬁle and its Fourier transform can be rewritten as
I(q) = V
ˆ ∞
0
4pir2γ(r)
sin qr
qr
dr; (2.5.9)
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V γ(r) =
1
2pi2
ˆ ∞
0
q2I(q)
sin qr
qr
dq. (2.5.10)
2.5.2 Form factors of rod-like objects
For a system of N identical particles of constant electron density ρin, embedded
in a solvent of electron density ρout, only the diﬀerence ∆ρ = ρin − ρout is rele-
vant for diﬀraction. Further, assuming that there is a particle periodical spatial
organization, the scattered intensity can be written as
I(q) =
ˆ
V0
d~r
{
F ∗(~r)F (~r)⊗
N∑
j=1
δ(~r − ~rj)e−i~q·~r
}
= |F (~q)|2S(~q). (2.5.11)
where F (r) is the resulting scattered amplitude, ~rj is the mean position of the
j-th particle, δ(x) is the Dirac delta function, V0 is the particle volume, F (~q) and
S(~q) are the form and the structure factors, respectively. They are deﬁned as:
F (~q) =
ˆ
V0
∆ρe−i~q·~rd~r (2.5.12)
S(~q) =
ˆ
V0
N∑
j=1
δ(~r − ~rj)e−i~q·~rd~r (2.5.13)
The former is related to the single particle geometrical properties. From the
latter, information about an eventual periodical spatial organization of the system
can be obtained.
For a homogeneus cylinder of radius R and length L = 2H (Figure 2.5.2),
F (qz, q⊥) = ∆ρ
ˆ H
−H
e−iqzzdz
ˆ R
0
ˆ 2pi
0
e−iq⊥r cos θr sin θdrdθ =
= 2H∆ρJ0(qzH)
ˆ R
0
2rJ0(q⊥r)dr. (2.5.14)
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a b
Figure 2.5.2: (a) Representative single cylinder of homogenous density ρin embed-
ded in a solvent of density ρout [65]. (b) SAXS intensity curve of a monodisperse
cylinder solution (R = 20 Å; L = 400 Å).
J0(x) = sinx/x is the zero-order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind, related to
the ﬁrst-order Bessel function J1(x) through the relationship:
xJ1(x) =
ˆ
xJ0(x)dx. (2.5.15)
As a consequence, we have
1
q⊥
ˆ R
0
q⊥rJ0(q⊥r)dr =
1
q2⊥
ˆ q⊥R
0
d
dx
{xJ1(x)} dx = R2J1(q⊥R)
q⊥R
. (2.5.16)
Finally, the cylinder form factor can be expressed as
F (qz, q⊥) =
2V0∆ρ
piRq⊥
J0(qzH)J1(q⊥R) (2.5.17)
For a monodisperse rod-like object solution, the scattered intensity curve ver-
sus q can be obtained by averaging |F |2 over the possible cylinder orientations
with respect to ~q. The rotational invariance with respect to the cylinder axis
leads to the equation
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Icyl(q) = κ
ˆ pi
2
0
[
sin
(
qL
2
cosα
)
qL
2
cosα
J1(qR sinα)
qR sinα
]2
sinαdα (2.5.18)
where κ is a constant parameter which includes the particle volume and the
density diﬀerence. Icyl(q) is represented in Figure 2.5.2, for R = 20 Å and L = 400
Å.
a b
Figure 2.5.3: Representative possible cylinder orientations with respect to detector
plane (a) and generic cylinder rotation (b). Because of the system azimuthal
symmetry, the averaging integral 2.5.18 can be performed over a single angle α,
from 0 to pi
2
.
2.5.3 Synchrotron SAXS
For SAXS experiments it is common to use the synchrotron radiation as X-ray
source. It is originated by charge particles (typically electron and positrons)
moving with high speed along circular orbits, within a storage ring. In a reference
frame into which the charge speed ~v is istantaneously parallel to the z axis (Figure
2.5.4.A), in spherical polar coordinates the relativistic power angular distribution
can be expressed as
dP
dΩ
=
q2
2pi20c3
|~˙v|2
(1 + γ2θ2)3
γ6
{
1− 4γ
2θ2 cos2(φ)
(1 + γ2θ2)2
}
(2.5.19)
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Figure 2.5.4: Angular distribution of synchrotron radiation for (a) nonrelativistic
electron and (b) relativistic electron. δ represents the angular beam spread (δ ≈
γ−1) [66].
where q is the particle charge, c is the speed light, θ and φ represent the angular
variables and γ is the relativistic energy to rest mass ratio [67]. Figure 2.5.4 shows
a schematic picture of the power angular distribution. The angular beam spread
is approximately γ−1, hence relativistic charges yield high collimated radiation
beams, travelling along a line parallel to the instantaneus charge trajectory. Syn-
chrotron radiation represents a white source, it has very high intensity and good
intrinsic collimation [64].
For SAXS experiment the desired output is the scattered intensity versus q. It
can be obtained by varying the detecting angle trhough a positionable receiving
slit (sequential mode), or by using a position-sensitive detector whitin the entire
scattering range (parallel mode). In both the conﬁgurations, the SAXS pattern
can be tracked on the detector plane. Small angle scattering needs high colli-
mated beams, in order to minimize the amount of detected radiation which does
not interact with the sample. The most used collimation system is a receiving slit
of length a and width b, with a b. In synchrotoron SAXS experiments photons
with energy distribution from 3 keV to 30 keV are usually used as primary radi-
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ation. A suitable detecting system, which should respond to this energy range,
must have a good detection eﬃciency, low background and provide high photon-
count rates. Finally, the electronic instrumentation ampliﬁes the signal, shapes
it into energy proportional voltage pulses, suppresses noise and polychromatic
radiation.
An ideal experimental conﬁguration, with point-like and monochromatic pri-
mary beam, point-like sample and detectors can never be attained. In a real
experiment, collected data have to be preliminarly treated in order to correspond
to an ideal design. Those elements that aﬀect the ideal conﬁguration are related
as smearing agents, e.g. the ﬁnite dimensions of the detection and collimation
systems, which are responsable for the main smearing eﬀects.
Our sample was a 2.5 10−9 M gold nanorod solution. The intensity proﬁle
versus q has been obtained and ﬁtted through the rod-like form factor (equa-
tion 2.5.18), in order to evaluate nanorod length and radius. Synchrotron SAXS
measurement discussed in this work have been carried out at Elettra synchrotron
(Trieste). High-intensity and ultra-bright radiation (from the infrared to hard
X-rays range) are provided by the relativistic electrons accelerated in the storage
ring and deﬂected by diﬀerent magnetic devices, e.g. undulators, wigglers and
bending magnets. The wiggler is an insertion device in a synchrotron. It is a
series of magnets designed to periodically laterally deﬂect a beam of electrons
inside the storage ring. These deﬂections create a change in acceleration which
in turn produces emission of broad synchrotron radiation tangent to the curve.
The Elettra photon source is a 57-pole wiggler, consisting of three 1.5m long
segments, each having 19 poles. The device can work with a minimum gap of
20mm. A double-crystal monochromator is used and a bae chamber after the
monochromator works as an adjustable straylight fenditure. A segmented toroidal
mirror focuses the light in horizontal and vertical direction and an aperture slit
reduces the straylight after the monochromator and the toroidal mirror. From
the very intense wiggler radiation, the SAXS Beamline accepts three discrete en-
ergies, namely 5.4 keV, 8 keV and 16 keV (0.077 nm, 0.154 nm, 0.23 nm) and the
resolution of the instrument is of 1 to 140 nm in real-space.
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Figure 2.5.5: Scheme of an undulatur and representative SAXS experimen-
tal setup. A wiggler is an undulator which works in the regime of K =
eBλu/2piβmc  1, where e, B, m, and c are the electron charge, the magnetic
ﬁeld amplitude the electron rest mass, the speed of light and the electron speed
in c units, respectively. λu represents the undulator wavelength.
2.6 Dynamic Light Scattering
In a typical light scattering experiment, a monochromatic radiation beam is fo-
cused on a sample. Scattered light is collected by a detector, placed at an angle
θ with respect to the trasmitted beam. The simplest scattering scheme is rep-
resented in Figure 2.6.1. It consists of a linear polarized incident beam. It is
described as a plane electromagnetic wave, of frequency ωi, wave-vector ~ki, polar-
ization vector ~ni and electric ﬁeld amplitude E0.
~Ei(~r, t) = ~niE0e
i(~ki·~r−ωit) (2.6.1)
Wave vector and frequency can be expressed as
ωi =
c|~ki|
n0
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Figure 2.6.1: Schematic representation of a typical light scattering experiment
[68].
|~ki| = 2pin0
λi
where λi is the radiation wavelength and n0 is the refractive index of the
medium. The incident ﬁeld induces an oscillating motion of the sample charges,
within the illuminated volume. Sample response is described trough its polariza-
tion ~P (~r, t), related to the incident ﬁeld by the polarizability tensor α(~r, t):
~P (~r, t) = α(~r, t) ~Ei(~r, t). (2.6.2)
The induced polarization makes any elements of the sample behave as a sec-
ondary source of radiation, with frequency ωi. If the incident ﬁeld is polarized
orthogonally to the scattering angle and if the medium is isotropic, the scattered
electric ﬁeld is
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~Ef (~R, t) = − ω
2
i
c2mR
nˆiα(~q, t
′)E0ei(
~kf ·~R−ωit) (2.6.3)
where cm is the speed of light in the medium, ~kf is the wave vector of the scattered
ﬁeld,
α(~q, t′) =
ˆ
Ωs
α(~r, t)ei~q·~rd~r (2.6.4)
is the Fourier transform of the polarizability within the scattering volume, at time
t′ = t− |~r − ~R|/cm and
~q = ~ki − ~kf (2.6.5)
q =
4pin0
λi
sin
(
θ
2
)
. (2.6.6)
The scattered ﬁelds depend on the spatial distribution of the scattering centers.
For diluite macromolecular solution, their temporal autocorrelation function g1(τ)
is related to sample local density ﬂuctuations, which can be ascribed to particle
Brownian diﬀusion. The ﬁeld autocorrelation function can be expressed as
g1(τ) =
〈
E∗f (q, t)Ef (q, t+ τ)
〉
〈|Ef (q, t))2|〉 . (2.6.7)
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) relies on the temporal autocorrelation function
of the normalized scattered intensity g2(τ), deﬁned as
g2(τ) =
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉
〈I(t)I(t)〉 . (2.6.8)
g2(τ) is related to the ﬁeld autocorrelation ﬂuctuation g1(τ) via the Siegert
law:
g2(τ) = 1 + βg1(τ)
2 (2.6.9)
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where β is an instrumental parameter. In general, for a polydisperse mixture
of K species
|g1(τ)| =
K∑
i=1
Aie
−Γjτ (2.6.10)
where Ai is a coeﬃcient proportional to the intensity scattered by the j-th specie.
Γj = q
2Dj represents the j-th decay constant, proportional to the diﬀusion coef-
ﬁcient Dj and to the square modulus (2.6.6) of the wave vector ~q. If the sample
consists on a polydisperse solution of spherical objects in Brownian motion, the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients can be related to the particle size through the Stokes-Einstein
law:
Dj =
kbT
6piηRhj
(2.6.11)
where kb is the Boltzman constant, T the temperature, η the solvent viscosity and
Rhj the hydrodynamic radius of the j-th species. If a continuous distribution of
the species is assumed, a few expansion methods can be performed, in order to
analytically get information about the particle motion. According to the cumulant
method:
|g1(τ)| =
K∑
j=1
Aie
−Γjτ =
〈
e−q
2Dτ
〉
. (2.6.12)
A series expansion of log g1(τ) leads to
log g1(τ) =
∞∑
n=1
Γn
(−τ)n
n!
= −Γ1τ + Γ2 τ
2
2
− Γ3 τ
3
6
+ ... (2.6.13)
in which the n-th cumulant is
Γn =
[
(−1)n d
n
dτn
log |g1(τ)|
]
τ=0
. (2.6.14)
Hence the mean value and the variance of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient can be
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calculated [68]:
Γ1 = 〈Γ〉 = q2 〈D〉 (2.6.15)
Γ2 =
〈(
q2D − 〈q2D〉)2〉 . (2.6.16)
2.6.1 Cylinder diﬀusion coeﬃcients
For non spherical systems, the scattered ﬁeld autocorrelation function g1(τ) in-
volve those geometrical factors, which are ascribed to translational and rotational
particle motion. Rigid cylindrical scattering objects yield the following expan-
sion for g1(τ), determined as the Fourier transform of the scattered light spectral
distribution [6870]:
g1(τ) = S0(q, L,R)e
−Γ0τ + S1(q, L,R)e−Γ1τ + ... (2.6.17)
S0 and S1 represent the scattering amplitudes, Dt and Dr are the traslational
and rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcient, L and R are the cylinder length and cross
section radius respectively. The decay rates Γ0 and Γ1 are functions of the diﬀusion
terms Dt and Dr, ascribed to the rod translation and rotation, respectively [69
72].
Γ0 = q
2Dt (2.6.18)
Γ1 = q
2Dt + 6Dr. (2.6.19)
where ~q indicate the diﬀerence between incident and scattered wave vectors:
q =
4pin0
λ
sin
(
θ
2
)
(2.6.20)
n0 is the medium refractive index and θ is scattering angle.
The non-spherical particle diﬀusive motion is the topic of manifold works [70,
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73, 74]. More precisely, the relation between the geometrical properties and the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients has been studied, since the Stokes-Einstein equation 2.6.11
is modiﬁed by the particle anisotropy. Generally, three diﬀerent terms contribuite
to the translational motion. Further, the system rotation must be considered.
For cylindrical systems, traslational and rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcients de-
pend on particle length L and aspect ratio p = L/(2R). The traslational diﬀusion
can be described by the following diﬀusion coeﬃcients, i.e. Dqt and D
⊥
t .
4LD⊥t =
kbT
piη
(log(p) + ν⊥) (2.6.21)
2LDqt =
kbT
piη
(log(p) + νq) (2.6.22)
where η is the solvent viscosity, νq and ν⊥ are corrective parameters for the end-
eﬀects. They are related to a motion along the symmetry axis and a motion
on a plane orthogonal to that axis. The macroscopic diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dt
corresponds to motion in a random direction and is given by
Dt =
kbT
3piηL
(log(p) + ν) (2.6.23)
Similiarly, the end-over-end tumbling (or the rod rotation around a perpendicular
axis) and the spinning around the axis of the cylinder contribute to the rotational
diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dr:
Dr =
3kbT
piηL3
(
log(p) + δ⊥ +
p2
δq
)
(2.6.24)
There are several theories describing and estimating the end-eﬀects, which
agree in the functional form of equations 2.6.23, 2.6.24 [70, 74]. They diﬀer in the
way the end-correction are quantiﬁed and in the p-range validity of the approxi-
mation. In this work we used the following expressions:
ν = 0.312 + 0.565/p− 0.1/p2 (2.6.25)
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δ⊥ = −0.662 + 0.917/p− 0.05/p2 (2.6.26)
δq = 0.347 + 0.235/p− 0.06/p2 (2.6.27)
which are supposed to be valid in the range 2 < p < 20 [74].
2.6.2 Experimental setup
We carried out size measurements, for both NRs and NR/DNA complexes at the
Nanodelivery Lab by mean of a DLS equipment (Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS).
A 5mW HeNe laser source (λ = 633 nm) is implemented into the instrument.
The radiation beam, coherent and continous, is focused on the sample solution,
located inside a cuvette. The cuvette holder temperature can be controlled via a
peltier cell. All the measurements have been carried out at a constant temper-
ature, i.e. 25°C and the isotropic scattered light has been collected at an angle
θ = 173°, trhough the non-invasive back-scattering optics (NIBS). This experimen-
tal conﬁguration has better performances than systems using 90 degree scattering
optics, beacuse the multiple scattering is reduced and the scattering volume is
conﬁned in a region next to the cuvette wall. This conﬁguration allowed us to
perform measurements with high sensibility also for diluited sample.
A digital logarhitmic correlator processes the signal detected. It performs a
cumulant ﬁt of the ﬁeld autocorrelation function g1(τ), in order to calculate the
diﬀusion coeﬃcients (2.6.15) and their variances (2.6.16). Since the temperature
and the viscosity of solvent are known properties, it carries out a distribution by
intensity of the particle size, assuming spherical scattering objects in Brownian
motion.
Nanorod DLS measurements have been carried out according to the following
procedure: 10 µl of NR buﬀer solution (2.5 10−9 M) have been added to 990µl of
water and ﬁve DLS measurements have been taken. For each data set, we have an-
alyzed the intensity autocorrelation function g1(τ), exported from the acquisition
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Figure 2.6.2: Scheme of a light scattering experiment with NIBS optics (top) and
representative size distribution by intensity calculated by the software (bottom).
In this case two distinct populations of mean diameters are d1 ≈ 4 nm and d2 ≈ 40
nm (population ratio 6.5 : 3.5) are reported as output.
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software. In order to study the NR/DNA complex structure, diﬀerent amounts
of DNA have been mixed with a constant volume (10µl) of gold nanorod buﬀer
solution and incubated for 15 minutes. We have used ct-DNA (concentration
Cct = 1mg/ml) and gen-DNA (concentration Cgen = 0.1mg/ml).
2.7 Electrophoretic Light Scattering
The electrophoretic light scattering (ELS) is an experimental technique used to
measure the zeta potential ζ of particles in solution. The electric surface charge
of most particles in aqueous dispersion is only partially neutralized by a layer of
counter ions. If a voltage between two electrodes is applied, each particle moves in
an electric ﬁeld together with layers of solvent and ions that are bound to it, with
varying degrees of strength. Counter ions near the particle surface are immobile.
They deﬁne the so called Stern layer (or ﬁxed layer). At a certain distance from
the particle surface there is a layer of ions that are mobile and are removed as the
particle system moves through the solvent as a result of the electrostatic attraction
to the electrode. This layer is deﬁned by the slipping surface (or shear surface).
The zeta potential is the diﬀerence between the electrical potential at the slipping
surface and the potential of the bulk liquid in which the particle moves.
The zeta potential can be related to the stability of colloidal dispersions, by
mean it indicates the degree of repulsion between particles in a dispersion. For
molecules and particles that are small enough, a high zeta potential (|ζ| & 30mV)
will confer stability, beacuse the solution or dispersion will resist aggregation.
The speed ~v of a charged particle in solution, under the inﬂuence of a uniform
electric ﬁeld ~E is related to it through the electrophoretic mobility, deﬁned as
µe =
|~v|
| ~E| . (2.7.1)
The electrophoretic mobility can be written in terms of the solvent viscosity
η, dielectric constant of the disperdent medium r, and zeta potential ζ of the
particles, according to the Henry's equation:
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Figure 2.7.1: Schematic representation of particle-counter ions system. A pic-
ture of the ions distribution within the diﬀerent regions and the relative electric
potentials is shown [75].
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Figure 2.7.2: Folded capillary cell used in ELS measurements by mean of a Zeta-
sizer equipment. [76, 77].
µe =
2r0ζ
3η
f(κ, a). (2.7.2)
where a is the particle radius and κ is the reciprocal of the electric double-layer
thickness. For particle in polar media f(κ, a) = 3/2 (Smoluchowski approxima-
tion):
µe =
r0ζ
η
. (2.7.3)
From an experimental point of view, zeta potential measurement is based on
quantifying the scattering particle speed. The Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern) in-
strument allows us to detect ζ through a heterodyne scattering method. The
particle suspension is injected into a folded capillary cell, equipped with elec-
trodes on both sides. An incident light beam is focused on the sample, while
charged particles move under the eﬀect of the electric potential applied between
the electrodes. The scattered intensity is detected at angle θ with respect to the
incident direction. The particle drift leads to a doppler shift in the scattered ﬁeld.
The diﬀerence in frequency between incident and scattered light can be evaluated
through interferometric techniques (heterodyne scattering method), in which the
incident light is splitted both in a reference and a scattering beam. Scattered and
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reference radiation are recombined and from a phase analysis the frequency shift
∆ν is measured.
For the standard scattering experimental conﬁguration (reported in ﬁgure
2.6.1), the frequency shift is
∆ν =
2|~v|
λi
sin
θ
2
. (2.7.4)
Finally, by combining 2.7.3, 2.7.1 and 2.7.4, the zeta potential is therefore
obtained [76, 77]:
ζ =
η
r0
1
| ~E|
λi∆ν
2 sin θ
2
. (2.7.5)
2.8 UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy
Without considering the details of the interaction between the electromagnetic
radiation and a generical sample solution, the relation between the detected in-
tensity I and the incident one I0 can be written according to the J. H. Lambert
and A. Beer equation. It reads:
I (λ, T ) = I0e
−Cl(λ;T ) (2.8.1)
where C is the solution concentration, l is the optical path and  represents the
molar extintion coeﬃcient, which depends on the wavelength radiation λ and on
the sample temperature T . The eﬀects of the interaction between the electromag-
netic wave and the sample are included in . The absorbance is deﬁned by the
following relation:
A(λ, T ) =
I0
I
= Cl (λ, T ) (2.8.2)
and the absorption spectroscopy evaluates the sample absorbance in a given wave-
length range.
We measured the DNA and the NR/DNA aggregate absorption spectra at
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room temperature, with a UV-Vis double-beam spectrophotometer (Jasco V-630),
in the wavelength range 190−800 nm. The main instrumental components are (i)
two light sources in order to cover a wide spectral distribution in the ultraviolet-
visible range, (ii) a single monochromator, (iii) silicon photodiode detectors and
(iv) two cuvette holders with the corresponding Peltier cells.
Figure 2.8.1: Scheme of a scanning infrared spectrometer. The monochromator
separates the radiation of the light source into its diﬀerent wavelengths and selects
one wavelength at a time. A beam splitter separates the monochromatic radiation
into sample and reference beams. The absorbance is measured using the detected
intensity quotient.
Measurements are based on quantifying the transmitted radiation by the sam-
ple of interest at a given temperature, when an electromagnetic wave of wavelength
λ is focused on it. The incident light is provided by a deuterium lamp (in the spec-
tral range 190− 350 nm) or a halogen lamp (in the spectral range 350− 800 nm)
and a monochromatic component (δλ = 0.2 nm) is selected by a 1200 lines/mm
concave grating. It is focused on the sample of interest, at a tunable temperature
and the transmitted radiation is ﬁnally detected and electronically processed. We
used three samples of diﬀerent molar ratio: ρ˜ = 0 (naked ct-DNA), ρ− = 1.64 10−7
and ρ+ = 1.31 10−6 (Section 2.3). The double-beam spectrophotometer allowed us
to automatically subtract the background signal from the data, acquiring it from
the second cuvette-holder, where the background solution has to be placed. For
our purposes, water is the background for the DNA sample ρ˜, while the nanorod
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solutions represent the background for the other ones (ρ− and ρ+).
2.8.1 DNA melting temperature measurement
The interaction between nanorods and DNA within the complexes may lead to
alterations in the nucleic acid secondary structure. As a consequence, the delivery
functionality of the system could be compromised. In order to evaluate the stabil-
ity of the double helixes, we measured the nucleic acid melting temperature, both
for naked and bounded DNA fragments. It is deﬁned as the temperature at which
half of the strands are in the double-helical state and half are denaturated [60]
and can be estimated by the optical response of the DNA molecules at λ˜ = 260
nm, i.e. the hyperchromicity [78]. More precisely, the close proximity of the bases
in the double-strand DNA partially quenches the absorbance at λ˜, which is higher
for denaturated strands.
The absorbance measurements have been carried out with a UV-Vis spec-
trophotometer (Jasco V-630. Section 2.8) for three diﬀerent molar ratios ρ˜ = 0,
ρ− = 1.64 10−7 and ρ+ = 1.31 10−6.3µl of calf thymus DNA solution represent the
reference sample ρ˜. Solutions corresponding to ρ− and ρ+ have been prepared ac-
cording to the procedure described in section 2.3 and placed in a cuvette provided
with a magnetic stir bar, that prevents them from precipitating during the data
acquisition process. Keeping costant the incident light wavelength (λ˜ = 260 nm),
the absorbance has been measured at diﬀerent temperature, from 50°C to 95°C
with a sampling rate of 2°/min.
Since the DNA absorbance sigmoidal trend at ordinary condition is known
[78], naked and bound DNA melting temperatures Tm have been measured by
ﬁtting the experimental curves with the following function 2.8.3:
A(T ) =
a
1 + e−b(T−Tm)
+ c. (2.8.3)
where A(T ) is the absorbance, T the temperature, a, b and c are ﬁt parameters
that involve a scale factor, the steepness of the curve and an oﬀset, respectively.
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Results and discussion
In this chapter the acquired data for each experimental method discussed in Chap-
ter 2 are analyzed and the results are discussed, either for CTAB-capped gold
nanorods (Section 3.1), either for Nanorod/DNA complexes (Section 3.2).
TEM provides information about nanorod geometry and dimensions, since
they are obtained with high accuracy and directly from the acquired images. The
NR size has been also evaluated by mean of synchrotron small angle X-ray scatter-
ing (SAXS) experiments, in order to investigate the actual gold nanorod (not the
CTAB-gold conjugate), i.e. the optical systems of interest. SAXS ﬁt parameters
have been calculated by a custom-made algorithm, which includes the cylindrical
scattering form factors, the background contribution and the main smearing ef-
fect. Further, NR structure and dynamics has been investigated through dynamic
light scattering (DLS). By ﬁtting the autocorrelation function, the diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cients and the size distribution have been estimated. Finally, the UV-Vis nanorod
absorption spectra allowed us to measure NR localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) wavelengths. The main peak is in the visible-near infrared region. It
corresponds to the longitudinal contribution of the nanorod optical response and
represents the most relevant aspect for the controlled-release gene delivery appli-
cation.
The same experimental apparatus (the UV-Vis spectrophotometer introduced
in Section 2.8) has been used to investigate the NR/DNA system, more precisely
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its thermal stability. The nucleic acid melting temperature has been measured
by thermally inducing the DNA hyperchromic eﬀect and comparing the naked
double strand melting temperature with the bound-to-rod helixes. Further, we
investigated the structure of NR/DNA complexes, in terms of symmetry, size
and zeta potential, which have been calculated and studied as a function of the
component molar ratios. In this way, their structure and dynamics have been
evaluated.
3.1 Structure and dynamics of CTAB-capped gold
nanorods
The nanoparticle structural analysis is focused on the geometry and the dynamical
properties, since these features aﬀect the interaction with the biological environ-
ment, the system optical response and, as a consequence, constitute some of the
discriminating aspects for their applications.
3.1.1 Size measurements by Transmission Electron Micro-
scopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides a size and shape determination
procedure, directly from the acquired images. Since they represent the most
direct and accurate approach to size measurements, TEM results are regarded as
a reference for the other experimental methods.
In order to have a statistical determination of the average NR size, about
200 nanoparticles have been counted from each sample. The particle population
consists mainly of nanoparticles with length L = 67.8 ± 1.0 nm and radius R =
10.6 ± 1.0 nm. It is worth saying that the general protocols for NRs synthesis
typically lead to 80-90% of GNRs and a certain percentage of nanoparticles with
diﬀerent shape. Indeed, it is quite evident from the TEM analysis the presence of
residual particles with diﬀerent shapes (mainly cubes in our case).
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Figure 3.1.1: Representative TEM image of CTAB-capped gold nanorods.
3.1.2 Structural analysis by syncrhotron Small Angle X-ray
Scattering
In this work the small angle X-ray scattering has been adopted to measure nanorod
length and radius. One of the main advantages of SAXS is the possibility to
investigate non-crystalline samples in solution, with high spatial resolution. In
our case the SAXS technique provides another relevant advantage, related to the
electron density of gold, CTAB and water. The scattered intensity proﬁle is
sensitive to the electron density diﬀerences between the solvent and the scattering
system (Section 2.5.1), which is a complex structure, made of a gold cylindrical
core and an external shell made of the CTAB bilayer. The atomic composition
of the species under study yields similiar electron densities for CTAB and water,
which are much lower than the gold one, i.e. ρH2O ≈ ρCTAB  ρAu. As a
consequence, the system investigated by SAXS is represented by the gold core,
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which is the optically active element and determines the LSPR wavelengths.
The main diﬃculty in the analysis procedure is the introduction of the ex-
perimental corrections in the theoretical model, i.e. the smearing eﬀects. They
are attributed to the ﬁnite dimension of the collimation and detection systems
and strongly aﬀect the accuracy, specially for those systems without a periodical
spatial organization, e.g. randomly oriented rigid cylinders.
The measurement have been carried out at the Elettra synchrotron facility
(Trieste, Italy). The sample is a 2.5 10−9 M nanorod solution (Section 2.5.3)
and the scattered intensity curve versus q is obtained by detecting the scattered
radiation at diﬀerent angles. The black-dot curve in Figure 3.1.2 shows the NR
acquired data.
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Figure 3.1.2: Synchrotron SAXS intensity curve as a function of the transfer
momentum. The plot shows the experimental data (black dots), the desmeared
signal (blue line) and the ﬁtting curve (red line).
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A preliminary analysis consists on evaluating the background signal, deter-
mined by the presence of water in the sample solution. The background scatter-
ing proﬁle has been measured, by performing a SAXS measurement of a water
specimen. The increasing trend of the intensity at low q is related to the dense
packing eﬀect, which is due to the interference between single particle scattering
signals [64]. By excluding long range forces, which are responsible for an ordered
mutual arrangement, the main contribution is due to pure geometrical factors,
i.e. the particle impenetrability. The dense packing eﬀect is negligible for very
diluited system, where single particle scattering patterns can be simply added,
and becomes relevant with the increase of the sample solution concentration.
The aim of the experiment is to get information about nanorod geometrical
properties, namely the radius and the axis length. In order to ﬁt the experimental
data with a proper theoretical model, the low q-range can be excluded. In this
way the ﬁt can be performed in a q-domain where the concentration eﬀects are
not relevant, so that they are not included in the theoretical function. Assuming
there is not a periodical particle spatial organization (i.e. the structure factor
S(q) = 1), the scattered intensity is proportional to the square modulus of the
form factor (Section 2.5.2). Under this assumptions, SAXS data can be be ﬁtted
by the following functional relation:
I(q) = A|F |2 + a bkg = A
ˆ pi
2
0
[
sin
(
qL
2
cosα
)
qL
2
cosα
J1(qR sinα)
qR sinα
]2
sinαdα + a bkg.
(3.1.1)
where F (q) represents the randomly oriented cylinder form factor, bkg is the
background signal, J1 is the ﬁrst order Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind. The
ﬁtting parameters R, L, A and a are the rod radius, the rod length and two scale
factors, respectively. The intensity proﬁle is determined by the form factor and
there is no evidence of Bragg peaks, related to periodical structures. Maxima
and minima positions depend mostly on R rather than L, leading to the diﬀerent
accuracy in the corresponding measurements. Table 3.1 summirizes the results.
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R [nm] L [nm] A [a.u.] bkg [a.u] Aˆ [a.u.] s [a.u.]
mean value 8.06 59.72 1.84 106 0.72 0.05 0.05
experimental error 2.61 8.36 5.87 105 0.05 0.01 0.02
Table 3.1: SAXS results by experimental and desmeared data ﬁt.
In order to improve the ﬁt, the smearing eﬀects should be considered and a
preliminary data treatment is required (Section 2.5.3). It is reasonable to assume
that the background scale factor is not aﬀected by the smearing eﬀects and that
maxima and minima positions depend on L, strongly on R, but in ﬁrst approx-
imation not to the smearing. Under these assumptions, the calculated ﬁtting
parameters are good starting points for the following more accurate analysis.
Figure 3.1.3: Schematic representaion of the correlation between a particle and
its observable experimental scattering data [64].
The smearing is usually described by the application of proper trasformations
in the real or in the reciprocal space (trasformation T2-T4 in Figure 3.1.3). This
allowed us to analyze NR SAXS data by restricting the experimental smearing
correction to the collimation slit length, which represents the main contribution
[64]. The approach is to subtract the background signal to the experimental data
I0(q) = Iexp(q) − a bkg(q), to perform a desmearing operation T−13 {I0(q)} and
compare the curve obtained with the theoretical model.
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The slit length desmearing operation is described by the following equation:
I˜0(q) = T
−1
3 {I0(q)} = −
Aˆes
2q2
s
ˆ ∞
q
1√
t2 − q2
d
dq
{I0(q)e−s2q2}dt. (3.1.2)
where Aˆ and s are parameters that include the eﬀects of a Gaussian primary
beam and a not ideal collimation system [79]. The ﬁt operation has been per-
formed numerically, with a loss of information due to correcting divergences in
the derivation process and to calculating a generalized integral. However, it ﬁts
better the data rather than the undesmeared procedure (the determination coef-
ﬁcients R2 read 0.97 and 0.98 for undesmearing and smearing ﬁt, respectively).
A more accurate procedure would imply a diﬀerent preliminary data treatment,
which include further desmearing corrections, or a ﬁt between the desmeared data
and the theoretical model, in which the curve optimization is reached by varying
simultaneously all the parameters involved in equations 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
3.1.3 The Dynamic Light Scattering approach to the Brow-
nian diﬀusion analysis
The system of interest can be reasonable approximated to a class of rigid cylinders,
undergoing to Brownian motion in a ﬂuid. Intensity ﬂuctuations of the light
scattered by rigid objects in solution provide information about the diﬀusion and
the particle geometrical properties.
The scattered electric ﬁeld temporal autocorrelation function g1(τ) (equation
2.6.17) quantiﬁes the density ﬂuctuations in the temporal domain [68]. Diﬀerent
ﬁts of g1(τ) have been performed, in order to determine the diﬀusion coeﬃcients
Dt, Dr (equation 2.6.17) and the size distributions by intensity, under the as-
sumption of system cylindrical symmetry. More precisely the experimental data
were ﬁtted via the following functional relation:
f(τ) = a0e
−bτ + a1e−(b+c)τ + a2, (3.1.3)
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where a0, a1, a2, b, c = 0. f(τ) is equal to the g1(τ) ﬁrst-term expansion 2.6.17
for cylindrical objects.
By comparing equation 2.6.17 with f(τ) in 3.1.3 , Dt and Dr have been mea-
sured:
b = q2Dt; (3.1.4)
c = 6Dr. (3.1.5)
Where
q =
4pin0
λ
sin
(
θ
2
)
(3.1.6)
is known, since n0 is the water refractive index at room temperature (n0 =1.333),
the light source is a HeNe laser (λ = 633 nm) and the experimental conﬁguration
is provided with the NIBS optics (θ = 173°) (section 2.6.2).
Three diﬀerent temporal domains have been considered, in order to eval-
uate the eventual parameter dependence on the ﬂuctuation time-scale in this
approximation. Data ﬁtting have been performed within the following ranges:
∆tα = 0− 0.12ms, ∆tβ = 0− 1.2ms and ∆tγ = 0− 12ms (Figure 3.1.4). In the
latter time-scale the autocorrelation function is aﬀected by the slow dynamics of
big particles, most likely arising from particles aggregation. The goodness of ﬁt
has been evaluated by the determination coeﬃcient R2, which in this temporal
range present the lowest value (Rγ2 = 0.9983). This conﬁrms that a higher-term
expansion of g1 is needed to better describe the system. On the other hand, in
shorter temporal ranges, ﬁts are better (Rβ2 = 0.9998; Rα2 = 0.9999), but the cut
oﬀ can lead to a loss of information about the system dynamics. Hence, we have
chosen the intermediate temporal domain (i.e. ∆tβ = 0− 1.2ms) as the optimal
range to ﬁt the experimental data. Table 3.2 summarizes the results obtained,
which have been conﬁrmed by a further data analysis discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.1.4: Autocorrelation function data ﬁt and comparison between the ﬁtting
curves within the following temporal ranges: ∆tα = 0−0.12ms, ∆tβ = 0−1.2ms,
∆tγ = 0− 12ms.
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∆tα ∆tβ ∆tγ
R
2 [a.u.] 0.9999 0.9998 0.9983
Dt [µm
2s−1 ] 19.59 10.62 8.19
σDt [µm
2s−1 ] 1.32 0.34 0.49
Dr [s
−1 ] 12930 12726 12361
σDr [s
−1 ] 68 150 315
Table 3.2: Traslational and rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcients measured in three
diﬀerent temporal range.
3.1.4 Model validation of DLS results
Through the DLS experimental techinque we calculate the decay rates, by ﬁtting
the measured autocorrelation function. The procedure directly provides the diﬀu-
sion coeﬃcient mean values D(DLS)t and D
(DLS)
r , their corresponding experimental
errors (∆t and ∆r) and the size distribution by intensity of eﬀective spherical-
systems.
A more detailed analysis allowed us to infer the nanorod length L and radius
R. It is based on the inversion of the equations that correlate the cylinder diﬀusion
coeﬃcients to its dimensions, which have been proposed in several works [70, 73,
74].
The model we have used, establishes the relations between the diﬀusion coef-
ﬁcients and the cylinder geometry for 2 < L/(2R) < 20. They read:
Dt(R,L) =
kbT
3piηL
[
log
(
L
2R
)
+ ν
]
(3.1.7)
Dr(R,L) =
3kbT
piηL3
[
log
(
L
2R
)
+ δ⊥ +
1
δq
(
L
2R
)2]
(3.1.8)
where kb is the Boltzman constant, the temperature T and the water viscosity
η are known parameters, ν and δ indicate the end-corrections. The functional
form of the end-correction is expressed by the equations 2.6.22-2.6.26, discussed
in Section 2.6.1.
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As a two-variable function, z = Dt(R,L) identify a surface in a (R,L, z) carte-
sian framework (Figure 3.1.5). The (R,L)-values for which Dt(R,L) = D
(DLS)
t
deﬁne the curve ξt(R,L) of the possible rod radii and lengths. In order to include
the experimental indeterminations, the surface Ξt(R,L), deﬁned by the relation
D
(DLS)
t −∆t ≤ Dt(R,L) ≤ D(DLS)t + ∆t , identify the possible (R,L)-values. The
analogous procedure, applied to z′ = Dr(R,L) and to the planes z′ = D
(DLS)
r ±∆r,
yields the surface Ξr(R,L). Cylinder radius and length are measured through the
intersection between Ξt(R,L) and Ξr(R,L), which deﬁnes the points correspond-
ing simultaneously to both the experimental diﬀusion coeﬃcients.
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Figure 3.1.5: (a) Deﬁnition of Ξt by the intersection of the predicted translational
diﬀusion coeﬃcient (blue surface) with the experimental result (black planes).
(b) Similiar comparison for the rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcient (red surface), in
order to deﬁne Ξr. (c) DLS results by the intersection of Ξt and Ξr surfaces (the
hydrodynamic correction is included) and comparison with the TEM reference
measurement.
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Due to the CTAB charge and water polarity, the DLS technique provides the
hydrodynamic dimensions of the system under study, which include a layer of
water molecules (of thickness sw ≈ 0.15 nm, determined by the H2O molecule
size), which are bound to the the NR surface. Figure 3.1.5.b shows the results.
The average actual radius and length by dynamic light scattering read: R =
12.1± 1.3 nm, L = 72.8± 3.4 nm and are slightly diﬀerent than the TEM results,
which represent the reference measurement. The deviation can be attributed to
the gap between the nanorod actual geometry and the cylinder approximation.
More precisely, the nanoparticles are azimuthal symmetry systems, with diﬀerent
cross section from the basis to the axis midpoint. This can aﬀect the end-eﬀects
and lead to diﬀerent expression for the end-corrections, compared to the adopted
ones.
Further, this analysis allowed us to discuss the validity of the DLS approach to
the study of the anisotropic system dynamics. The temporal range chosen to ﬁt the
autocorrelation function, which has been based on general physical considerations,
can be a posteriori checked. The diﬀusion coeﬃcients evaluated in the temporal
domains 0 − 0.12ms and 0 − 12ms lead to L- and R−measurements which are
not comparable with the expected ones. More precisely, the surfaces Ξt(R,L) and
Ξr(R,L) intersect far from the expected region, identiﬁng values that strongly
disagree with the TEM and synchrotron SAXS results (Figure 3.1.6). Hence,
among our temporal domains, the time-scale within which the nanorod dynamics
can better explored is 0− 1.2ms.
We measure the mean diﬀusion coeﬃcients with an accuracy of 4-7% and
obtain the rod dimensions from them, under the assumption of ideal monodisperse
sample solutions and ﬁrst-order g1 expansion. Some improvement of the DLS
method could include: (i) experimental procedures that yield samples of lower
polydispersity, (ii) a higher-order g1 expansion and (iii) a ﬁt temporal domain
analytical optimization.
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Figure 3.1.6: Fitting-domain validation: The (R,L)-values calculated by ﬁtting
the autocorrelation function in the temporal range ∆tα and ∆tγ are not compa-
rable with the TEM reference measurement (errorbars in the plot). This conﬁrms
the choice of ∆tβ as the optimal domain for the DLS analysis.
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3.1.5 Gold nanoparticle optical response: localized surface
plasmon resonances
The large fundamental and technological interest on noble metal nanoparticles
is mainly due to the enhancement of their optical response to an incident elec-
tromagnetic wave, under the resonant conditions (Section 1.4). It is due to the
localized surface plasmon resonances, which are non-propagating excitations of the
conduction electrons, coupled with the electromagnetic ﬁeld. Since gold nanorod
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are broadly tunable in the visible
and near-infrared range, we are interested in measuring LSPR wavelengths and
relating them to the nanoparticle structure. The absorption spectra provide a
direct estimation of the NR optical response.
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Figure 3.1.7: Measured gold nanorod absorption spectra.
30µL of the gold nanorod solution (2.5 10−9M) have been mixed with water
and placed in the cuvette holder. By varying the incident light wavelength, the
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detected radiation has been collected at room temperature by mean of a UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (Section 2.8) and the absorbtion spectrum has been obtained.
The system anisotropy leads to the presence of two peaks. By approximating the
NR to a perfect cylinder, they are attributed to the electron oscillation on the
cylindrical side surface (i.e. the longitudinal resonance) and on the basis surfaces
(i.e. the transversal resonance).
The wavelength mean values and indeterminations have been measured by
ﬁtting the peak regions with the following Lorentzian (3.1.9) and Gaussian (3.1.10)
functions:
fL(λ) =
al
pi
(
1
2
Γ
)2
(λ− λ¯)2 + (1
2
Γ
)2 ; (3.1.9)
fG(λ) =
ag
σ
√
2pi
e−
(λ−λ¯)2
2σ2 . (3.1.10)
Figure 3.1.8 shows the experimental data and the ﬁtting function. For the lon-
gitudinal peak, the Gaussian and Lorentzian ﬁtting curves slightly diﬀer. We
therefore ﬁtted the data through a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian pro-
ﬁles, i.e. the Voigt function, which is commonly used in spectroscopy to describe
simultaneusly diﬀerent broadening eﬀects. It can be expressed as:
fV = aV
ˆ ∞
−∞
fG(λ
′ + λ¯)fL(λ− λ′)dλ′. (3.1.11)
The Voigt curve coincides with the Lorentzian one, as predicted by the model
discussed in Section 1.4.2, which describe the system as a Lorentz oscillator. Table
3.3 shows the results. The main peak is the longitudinal one and reads λ0 =
766.5 ± 76.1 nm. The transverse plasmon resonance occurs at λt = 515.8 ± 79.2
nm.
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Figure 3.1.8: Fit curves and experimental data relative to the transverse and
longitudinal LSPR peaks.
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Transverse LSPR
λt [nm] ∆(λt) [nm]
Gaussian ﬁt 515.8 80.1
Lorentzian ﬁt 515.8 78.3
Longitudinal LSPR
λ0 [nm] ∆(λ0) [nm]
Gaussian ﬁt 771.9 70.9
Lorentzian ﬁt 766.8 73.4
Voigt ﬁt 766.5 76.1
Table 3.3: Nanorod absorption peaks: mean values and indetermination cal-
culated by ﬁtting the experimental data with Lorentzian, Gaussian and Voigt
functions. σ2 and Γ indicate the common Gaussian variance and Lorentz width
parameter, respectively.
According to the Mie theory and its subsequent developments, the resonance
wavelengths are determined by the refractive index of the medium and the particle
dimensions. Here we compare our experimental results with a model which is
supposed to describe cylindrical systems (Section 1.4.2) and relates nanorod radius
and length to the longitudinal LSPR wavelength, through the following relation:
λth0 = pinm
√√√√5L
R
[
2
(
c
ωp
)2
+R2 log
L
2R
]
(3.1.12)
where R is the rod radius, L is the rod length, c/ωp represents the gold skin depth
(δ = c/ωp ≈ 21.9nm ) and nm is the water refractive index.
We compared the results through an invertion procedure, similiarly to the
DLS analysis validation (Section 3.1.4). Figure 3.1.9.a shows the intersection
Σ(R,L) between the theoretical surface λth0 (R,L) and the experimental-data vol-
ume Ω, identiﬁed by the planes λ0 = 766.6 ± 76.1nm. Σ deﬁnes all the possible
(R,L)-values which yield the measured longitudinal LSPR wavelength. TEM, syn-
chrotron SAXS and DLS results are summarized in Figure 3.1.9.b. The dashed
error bars refer to the TEM and DLS measured values, the solid ones include the
corrections arising from the CTAB bilayer thickness.
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Figure 3.1.9: Study of the relation between nanorod structure and longitudinal
LSPR resonance. (a) Σ deﬁnition by the intersection of the longitudinal LSPR
wavelenth theoretical surface (red) and experimental results (black planes). (b)
possible (R,L)-values evaluated by the absorption spectrum (the regions within
the red lines identify the Σ-surface), by TEM (black), synchrotron SAXS (green)
and DLS (blue). The dashed error bars identify the measured CTAB-NRs conju-
gates, the solid ones refer to the NRs.
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3.2 Structure and dynamics of nanorod/DNA com-
plexes
The electrostatic interaction between the CTAB-capped nanorods and the nucleic
acids drives the self-assembling process, through which the functional unit under
study is formed, i.e. the NR/DNA complex. Its spatial conﬁguration, surface
charge and dynamics depend on the component-amount ratio and strongly aﬀect
the applicative potentialities in a nanobiotechnological framework. More precisely:
(i) In a gene delivery perspective, one of the gold nanorod functionaliy is the
ability to maintain the DNA structural integrity during the cellular uptake and
the intracellular motion.
(ii) The complex must overcome several intra- and extra- cellular barriers to
eﬃciently release the nucleic acid in proximity of the cellular nucleus.
In summary, the transfection eﬃciency (namely the eﬃciency of the gene de-
livery, followed by protein expression) depends on the interaction between the
system and the biological environment. Among the several physical features that
aﬀect it (i.e. size, shape, charge), we are interested in the structural parameters,
which can be controlled by varying the molar ratio of the constituents.
3.2.1 Are NR/DNA complexes isotropic or anisotropic sys-
tems?
One of our preliminary results in the DLS analysis was the ability to overcome
the spherical-object assumption, which aﬀects the algorithm developed by the
manufacturer's software. From the acquired data, it temporally correlates the
intensities and obtains the autocorrelation function g1, then performs a ﬁt (Section
2.6) to calculate the decay constants and the diﬀusion coeﬃcients of a polydisperse
system of spherical particles. The system is considered as a ensemble of diﬀerent
species. Each class consists on Nj spheres of radius Rj, related to the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient Dj through the Stokes-Einstein equation:
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Dj =
kbT
6piηRj
. (3.2.1)
where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and η represents the
water viscosity. Hence, a size distibution by intensity is obtained. Figure 3.2.1
shows a representative size distribution calculated by the software, from an average
of the nanorod data sets. Two diﬀerent populations are detected, with mean
diameters of 2R1 = 45.9 ± 6.7 nm and 2R2 = 4.3 ± 0.5 nm. They correspond
to the scattering signal by spherical particles with diﬀusion coeﬃcients of D1 =
10.7± 1.6µm2s−1 and D2 = 114.4± 6.7µm2s−1, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.1: Representative size distribution by intensity. The sample is a solu-
tion of gold nanorods. The distibution is obtained from the software output, by
averaging the results of the data set shown in Table 3.4.
In order to characterize in a general way the system symmetry properties,
it is useful to relate the eﬀective spherical parameters D1 and D2 with the real
actual diﬀusion coeﬃcients, i.e. Dt and Dr. By comparing the diﬀerent expan-
sions adopted to ﬁt the same autocorrelation function g1(τ) (2.6.12 and 3.1.3,
respectively), the following equalities hold:
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peak1 mean [nm] peak2 mean [nm] peak1 area [%] peak2 area [%]
sample 1 40.73 4.23 33.7 66.3
sample 2 42.76 4.24 34.1 65.9
sample 3 25.50 3.72 30.8 69.2
sample 4 58.28 4.59 37.8 58.5
sample 5 62.54 4.74 37.2 59.7
Table 3.4: Mean values and relative integrals of the size distributions by intensity,
calculated by the software for each record acquired.
e−Γ1τ = e−q
2D1τ = e−q
2Dtτ (3.2.2)
e−Γ2τ = e−q
2D2τ = e−(q
2Dt−6Dr)τ . (3.2.3)
Hence, the peak at 2R1 can be attribuited to an equivalent class of spherical
objects, which have a diﬀusion coeﬃcient D1 equal to the nanorod traslational
diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dt. The other peak occurs at a mean value of 2R2 and is
related to another fraction of spheres, with diﬀusion coeﬃcient D2 equal to Dt −
6Drq
−2.
Further, the eﬀective-population ratio is measured through the distribution
peak integrals. It reads
N1
N2
= 1.857 ∈ [〈Θ〉 − σ〈Θ〉; 〈Θ〉+ σ〈Θ〉] , (3.2.4)
where Θ = a1/a0, is the scattering-amplitude ratio, measured by the ﬁt pa-
rameters calculated in the optimal temporal range (equation 3.1.3): 〈Θ〉 ± σ〈Θ〉 =
1.86± 0.29.
In summary, for the DLS nanorod measurements, the software calculates the
size distribution of an eﬀective two-spherical-class system, which diﬀusion coef-
ﬁcients are related to the cylindrical ones and the population ratio equals the
ratio between the g1 cylindrical expansion coeﬃcients. For spherical scattering
objects in a monodisperse solution, the eﬀective system coincides with the actual
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one and the presence of a single peak leads to a univocal determination of the
hydrodynamic radius by the Stokes-Einstein equation.
We investigated the NR/DNA isotropy as a function of the component molar
ratio, then we obtained and analyzed the physical properties of interests, according
to the system symmetry. The results are disscussed in the next section.
3.2.2 Size distributions, geometry and zeta potential
a.
ρct [a.u.] pk1[nm] σ1[nm] pk2[nm] σ2[nm] pk3[nm] σ3[nm] Area1[%] Area2[%] Area3[%]
6.55 10−6 3.478 0.256 66.83 7.02 4244 439 49.9 45.3 4.8
1.31 10−6 4.618 0.166 50.10 11.68 239.8 62.8 15.9 24.8 59.3
6.55 10−7 728.4 148.01 127.8 5.02 4883 803 88.4 10.2 1.4
3.28 10−7 769.7 134.07 100 0 0
2.18 10−7 821.5 134.43 100 0 0
1.87 10−7 724.6 153.29 100 0 0
1.64 10−7 606.4 157.96 100 0 0
1.31 10−7 608.7 78.38 100 0 0
b.
ρgen [a.u.] pk1[nm] σ1[nm] pk2[nm] σ2[nm] pk3[nm] σ3[nm] Area1[%] Area2[%] Area3[%]
6.55 10−5 68.82 1.01 3.442 0.069 3864 227 43.6 52.9 3.5
1.31 10−5 108.4 3.05 4.264 0.122 3292 108 59 31.1 9.9
6.55 10−6 99.19 27.98 4.177 0.017 4949 433 55.3 29.7 15
3.28 10−6 448.4 87.8 3.898 0.095 40.19 1.32 81.3 10.2 8.5
1.31 10−6 551.0 113.7 100 0 0
9.36 10−7 517.7 104.2 100 0 0
6.55 10−7 575.6 8.0 100 0 0
3.28 10−7 323.3 63.5 100 0 0
Table 3.5: Size measurements of NR/DNA complexes: mean values, standard
deviations and relative integrals in size distributions by intensity for NR/calf-
thymus-DNA complexes (a) and NR/genomic-DNA complexes (b).
The NR/DNA system characterization has been carried out by coupling size and
zeta potential measurements. The former investigates the symmetry properties
and the size trend as a function of the constituent molar ratio (from the Brownian
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diﬀusion decay rates of the ﬁeld autocorrelation function g1). The latter refers to
the electrostatic potential. We carried out the experiments for two kinds of nucelic
acids: calf thymus DNA (ct-DNA) DNA and genomic DNA (gen-DNA). Calf
thymus DNA solution (concentration Cct = 1mg/ml) and genomic DNA solution
(concentration Cgen = 0.1mg/ml) have been prepared according the procedure
described in Section 2.1.3. Each data set constists of three acquisitions, both for
DLS and ELS measurements. Table 3.5 shows the molar ratios ρ of the complexes
analyzed and the corresponding size distributions.
Typically, the autocorrelation function g1(τ) of non spherical systems is gen-
erally more complex than the usual 2.6.13 [6870]: the decay constants can be
coupled to each other, as well as amplitudes and diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Hence,
the size distribution is characterized by the presence of more peaks, related to
eﬀective spherical systems (Section 3.2.1). The size distribution analysis allowed
us to resolve two regions, by the number of peaks (Figure 3.2.2). The nonspheri-
cal system result is experimentally found in size measurements of complexes with
high ρ (low amount of DNA).
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Figure 3.2.2: (a) NR/ct-DNA eﬀective size distribution by intensity, in rescaled
ρ-units. Yellow hystograms represent the nanorod distribution (ρ→∞), the red
solid line identiﬁes the inversion point and the dotted ones deﬁne ρ0 and ρ1. Panel
(b) shows the distribution projection on the (ρ, d) -plane.
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The nanoparticle azimuthal symmetry is mantained in complexes with low
DNA amount. More precisely, for NR/ct-DNA complexes, the cylindrical-symmetry
peaks are evident when the molar ratio is greater or equal to ρct0 ≈ 3.9 10−6. The
mean values occur in proximity of 2R1 and 2R2 (section 3.2.1), related to the
nanorod traslational and rotational diﬀusive motion, respectively. A similiar be-
haviour occurs for NR/gen-DNA complexes, when ρgen > ρ
gen
0 ≈ 6.5 10−6. The
diﬀusion coeﬃcients of these cylindrical aggregates have been calculated from the
equations 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. The results are summarized in Table 3.6 and Figure
3.2.3.
ρct [a.u.] Dt [µm2s−1] σDt [µm
2s−1] Dr [s−1] σDr [s
−1]
6.6 10−6 7.4 1.1 15554 806
1.3 10−6 9.8 1.9 11186 1384
ρgen [a.u.] Dt [µm2s−1] σDt [µm
2s−1] Dr [s−1] σDr [s
−1]
6.6 10−5 7.1 1.0 15916 764
1.3 10−5 4.6 0.4 13027 320
6.6 10−6 4.9 0.5 12979 376
Table 3.6: Translational and rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcients of cylindrical
NR/DNA complexes, measured by size distribution analysis.
When the amount of nucleic acid increases, the mean integrals corresponding
to cylindrical symmetry peaks decrease. Further, the traslational mean eﬀective
hydrodynamic radius (40nm . d . 100nm) progressively deviates from 2R1, until
the molar ratio is small enough to determine a geometrical transition to spherical
aggregates. For ρ < ρ1 < ρ0 the NR/DNA spatial conﬁguration is spherical. ρ1 is
phenomenologically deﬁned as the highest ρ-value for which the size distribution
has a single peak (i.e. ρct1 ≈ 4.9 10−7, ρgen1 ≈ 1.31 10−6). In this regime, the system
isotropy makes the rotational terms vanish and the size distribution peaked around
a single value, which represents the hydrodynamic radius. Finally, cylindrical and
spherical geometries coexist in the range ρ1 < ρ < ρ0.
In order to evaluate the aggregates zeta potential, electrophoretic light scatter-
ing measurements have been carried out following the procedure discussed in Sec-
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Figure 3.2.3: Size distribution by intensity of NR/ct-DNA (a) and NR/gen-DNA
(b) complexes. Hystograms represent nanorod measurements (ﬁgure 3.2.1), the
curves show the distributions corresponding to the ﬁrst four samples (in descend-
ing order of ρ).
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tion 2.7. Data are summarized in Table 3.7 and size measurements of azimuthal-
symmetry systems are omitted, since the actual hydrodynamic radii can not be
deﬁned.
ρct [a.u.] pk1[nm] σ1[nm] ζ [mV] σζ [mV]
1.6 10−6 N.A. N.A. 33.8 2.21
1.3 10−6 N.A. N.A. 14.3 1.08
6.6 10−7 728 148 14.8 1.70
3.3 10−7 770 134 4.32 0.15
2.2 10−7 822 134 1.13 0.40
1.9 10−7 725 153 -1.37 0.32
1.7 10−7 606 157 -3.42 0.06
1.3 10−7 609 78 -10.5 0.29
ρgen [a.u.] pk1[nm] σ1[nm] ζ [mV] σζ [mV]
6.6 10−5 N.A. N.A. 26.3 1.0
1.3 10−5 N.A. N.A. 22.1 0.8
6.6 10−6 N.A. N.A. 23.3 3.4
3.3 10−6 448 88 16.8 0.4
1.3 10−6 551 114 15.2 0.9
9.4 10−7 517 104 13.1 0.87
6.6 10−7 575 8 9.4 0.7
3.3 10−7 323 64 -16.8 0.4
Table 3.7: DLS and ELS data. Hydrodinamic radii and spatial standard devia-
tions are reported, where they can be deﬁned.
The inversion point ρζ is deﬁned as the ρ-value for which ζ = 0 (i.e. ζ (ρζ) = 0).
It has been calculated by linear interpolation of the experimental data and the
ﬁts yield ρctζ = 1.9 10
−7± 0.1 10−7 and ρgenζ = 5.0 10−7± 0.5 10−7, for NR/ct-DNA
and NR/gen-DNA respectively. Figure 3.2.4 shows 2Rh and ζ experimental data
versus ρ, in rescaled unit (i.e. the molar ratio is expressed as ρ/ρζ).
The data analysis reveals that both for NR/ct-DNA and NR/gen-DNA the
zeta potential increases with ρ and the hydrodynamic radius has a maximum in
proximity of 1 (in ρ-rescaled units). The results agree with the expected trend.
Indeed, when nanorods and DNA strands are spatially organized in such a way
that |ζ| is minimized, but high enough to allow them to self-assemble, the packing
is less dense and the complex size has a maximum. This eﬀect is due to the balance
between Coulomb and Van der Waals interactions: when the electro-neutrality is
reached, Van der Waals attraction dominates over electrostatic repulsion between
the aggregates, with the result that large complexes form [80].
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Figure 3.2.4: NR/ct-DNA (a) and NR/gen-DNA (b) hydrodynamic diameter (red)
and zeta potential (blue), in rescaled ρ-units. Vertical lines identify the ζ inversion
point, obtained by linear interpolation of the electrophoretic data.
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In a gene delivery perspective, the size and zeta potential of the complexes
have to be optimized for the interaction with the cellular membrane and the
uptake, while the CTAB amount has to be miminized, because of its citotoxicity.
Our analysis allows us to deﬁne a speciﬁc molar ratio ρ¯, that yields potential
gene delivery systems, simultaneously with the smallest hydrodynamic radius and
positive zeta potential. It corresponds to ρ¯ct ≈ 3.35 and ρ¯gen ≈ 6.59 (in rescaled
units).
3.2.3 The binding interaction
Because of the biological function, the structural integrity of nucelic acids is of
fundamental importance. The base-pair interaction is well known at ordinary
condition and together with the backbone spatial organization, it determines the
DNA double helix conformation.
The DNA-nanoparticles binding may strongly aﬀect the nucleic acid structure,
leading to denaturation, in which the double helix conﬁguration turns in two sep-
arate single-strands. The process can be evaluated by the absorbance diﬀerences
between double helixes and denaturated strands (i.e. the hyperchromic eﬀect.
Section 2.8).
It is expected that the DNA secondary structure is not substantially altered
by the binding eﬀect to the cationic surfactant, at room temperature. A direct
comparison between the free and bound DNA absolute absorbances, at a given
temperature, would present the following experimental diﬃculties: (i) the naked-
to-bound DNA ratio in a sample solution is not known and this could lead to a
misleading quantitative comparison. (ii) The absorbance depends on the DNA
amount in solution, which should be kept constant and high enough to lead an
observable signal. As a consequence, sample with diﬀerent ρ should be obtained
by varying the nanorod amount, which is however upper bounded to avoid pre-
cipitation eﬀects.
Hence, we prefer a diﬀerent approach, which allowed us to deﬁne a nucleic
acid stability thermal range and to investigate the NR-DNA binding interaction.
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Figure 3.2.5: Representative NR/DNA absorption spectrum at room temperature
(solid line). The nucleic acid peak is located at 260 nm and it is not present in
the nanorod spectrum (dashed line).
It is based on the DNA absorbance trend, consequent to a controlled variation of
the temperature. Indeed, the double helix denaturation can be thermally induced
and the melting temperature Tm can be deﬁned by the temperature at which a
DNA population is composed by single-strand fragments and double helixes in
ratio 1:1.
A DNA sample ρ˜ has been used as a reference and two NR/DNA samples of
molar ratios ρ− = 1.64 10−7 and ρ+ = 1.31 10−6 have been prepared according
to the procedure described in Section . First, we obtained the absorption spectra
at room temperature, by varying the incident light wavelength in the wavelength
range of 190− 800 nm, with a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The background signal
is acquired from the proper sample and automatically subctracted by the software.
As expected, there is no overlap between DNA and NR/DNA spectra, since the
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Figure 3.2.6: DNA absorbance curve as a function of T . The dotted line indicates
the ﬁt sigmoidal function and the bottom panel shows the residual plot.
DNA peak is located at λ˜ = 260 nm and nanorod optical response occurs in the
visible and near-infrared region. The gold longitudinal LSPR wavelength is slight
diﬀerent for NR/DNA complexes rather than bare NRs. This deviation can be
attribute to a DNA-shell formation on the gold surface. Indeed, Because of the
LSPR sensitivity to both geometric and dielectric eﬀects, particles in which there
can be selective deposition or dissolution of a coating layer show perceptible peak
position changes, even for thin shells [5].
Then, the absorbance curve as a function of the temperature have been mea-
sured, with the experimental conﬁguration described in Section 2.8. Since the ref-
erence curve (ρ˜ sample) is expected to have a sigmoidal trend, with two constant-
value regions connected by a steep curve (Figure 3.2.6), we have calculated the
melting temperature T˜m by ﬁtting the data with the following sigmoidal function:
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A(T ) =
a
1 + e−b(T−Tm)
+ c. (3.2.5)
Where A(T ) is the absorbance, T the temperature, Tm the melting tempera-
ture, a, b, c are ﬁtting parameters. The naked DNA melting temperature reads
T˜m = (86.87± 0.07)°C, in agreement with the value found in the literature [78].
NR/DNA measurements present some relevant deviations from the reference
sample (i.e. the naked DNA). Even if they show a sigmoidal trend, the curve
steepness and the melting temperature are lower (Table 3.8 and Figure 3.2.7), due
to the nanorod-DNA binding energy. The electrostatic attraction between DNA
double strands and CTAB molecules slightly weakens the inter-strands interaction
and therefore alters the nucleic acids secondary structure. Within the complexes
the nucleic acids denaturate more easily, since only an energy fraction Em needed
to the denaturation is thermally provided, while in free double helixes the thermal
energy is the unique contribution. It follows that E˜m > Em and T˜m > Tm, where
E˜m and T˜m indicate the reference values.
Tm [°C] σTm [°C] a σa b σb c σc
ρ˜ 86.87 0.07 0.381 0.006 2.013 0.236 0.383 0.003
ρ+ 74.06 0.25 0.374 0.013 0.307 0.019 0.309 0.011
ρ− 75.40 0.37 0.328 0.001 0.178 0.012 0.375 0.005
Table 3.8: Mean values and standard deviations of ﬁt parameters.
Further, the ﬁts reveal that the sigmoidal function 3.2.5 is less accurate for
ρ− NR/DNA aggregates. It is clear in the residual plot, within the region where
the absorbance increases rapidly. This trend may be due to the diﬀerent DNA
populations present in the samples: for a given temperature, free DNA and bound
DNA contribute in speciﬁc ways to the total absorbance. Their populations are
governed by a dynamical balance that is not described by 3.2.5. However, at
room temperature and until 60°C the binding interaction eﬀect is negligible and
the nucleic acid structural stability is mantained.
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Figure 3.2.7: Absorption curves as a function of T for NR/DNA complexes. The
sigmoidal ﬁts (dotted line) and the corresponding residual are shown for (a) ρ+ =
1.31 10−6 and (b) ρ− = 1.64 10−7.
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Conclusion and perspectives
By combining the properties of gold nanoparticles and deoxyribonucleic acids, a
bridge between plasmonic nanomaterials and biological systems can be realized,
based on the bioconjugation of NR/DNA complexes, suitable for gene therapy
and nanomedicine applications. The gene therapy holds promise for treating a
wide range of diseases including cancer, cystic ﬁbrosis, heart disease, diabetes,
hemophilia and AIDS. The appropriate gene delivery vectors should have the
following capabilities: (i) selective transport of appropriate genes to the diseased
tissues; (ii) protection of the nulceic acids from the physiological degradation
while en route; (iii) presence of an external trigger mechanisms for gene release
after the target site is reached.
Evaluating geometrical, dynamical and optical properties of nanoparticles is
of fundamental importance in biophysical and biomedical applications, e.g. drug
and gene delivery. We therefore investigated the structure of CTAB-capped gold
nanorods (AuNRs) and nanorod/DNA complexes, through a variety of experimen-
tal techniques. The trasmission electron microscopy represents the most direct
approach to estimate size and shape of NRs (Figure 4.0.1.a). Its high resolution
allowed us to evaluate the CTAB-capped NR dimensions, and more importantly
the slight deviation from the cylindrical geometry. The azimuthal symmetry of the
system is at the basis of further analyses, i.e. synchrotron SAXS and DLS exper-
iments. The former provides an estimation of the NR optical element structure.
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Indeed, because of its intrinsic features, the synchrotron SAXS technique allowed
us to investigate the gold core of the larger CTAB-Au unit (Figure 4.0.1.c). Then,
length and radius have been related to the localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) wavelength (Figure 4.0.1.d), which has been directly measured by UV-Vis
absorption spectroscopy. Further, we studied the NR dynamics through DLS, by
measuring the translational and rotational Brownian diﬀusion coeﬃcients.
Figure 4.0.1: Representative TEM image of NRs (a), photo of the vial containing
it (b), schematic representation of a CTAB-capped NR (c) and corresponding
UV-Vis absorption spectrum (d).
The DLS approach represents also a relevant starting point for the NR/DNA
complexes study. More precisely, the system symmetry aﬀects the response to
an incident light beam, thus it can be considered as a discriminating element for
our analysis. We evaluated NR/DNA complexes symmetry, size and dynamics as
a function of the component molar ratio and coupled them to the corresponding
zeta potentials, which have been measured through electrophoretic light scatter-
ing. The most suitable complexes as gene delivery systems can be selected through
this structural analysis. Indeed, size and zeta potential have to be optimized for
the initial interaction with the cellular membrane and the following intracellular
uptake, while the CTAB amount has to be miminized, because of its cytotoxicity.
According to this criterion we deﬁned a speciﬁc molar ratio that yields optimal
gene delivery systems, with small dimensions and positive zeta potential. Finally,
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the UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy allowed us to investigate the thermal stability
of nucleic acids, when they are bound to the external CTAB layer. The electro-
static interaction between DNA and CTAB is responsible for the self-assembling
process and the formation of complexes, but in turn it slightly aﬀects the nu-
cleic acid secondary structure, decreasing the melting temperature. However, this
binding eﬀect in the denaturation process is negligible in a temperature range
wide enough to ensure the DNA stability for the expected applications (∼37°).
Our analyses provide potential NR/DNA complexes as gene carriers. Further
studies should aim quantifying the transfection eﬃciency of these vectors, e.g. by
conjugating the NRs with speciﬁc genes coding for ﬂuorescence proteins and eval-
uating the protein expression by cells. Then, a more accurate analysis could relate
the transfection eﬃciency with the intracellular traﬃcking. Indeed, several spec-
troscopic and microscopic techniques (e.g. ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy
or single particle tracking) can investigate the motion of the complexes, once in-
ternalized by living cells. They are based on detecting the signal from speciﬁc
ﬂuorescence organic dyes or semiconductor devices (i.e. quantm dots), which are
chemically bound to the systems under study, without altering their dynamics
and biological functions. By processing the ﬂuorescence signal, the kind of the
particle motion (Brownian diﬀusion, anomalous diﬀusion, ﬂow active motion or
transition between them) can be determined.
NR/DNA complexes have an absorption peak located in the NIR-visible range,
which represents an optimal spectral region for nanobiotechnological application,
due to a deep penetration into soft tissues. For a controlled-release purpose,
the system response to an incident laser beam (tuned at the longitudinal LSPR)
should be investigated, especially the DNA structural integrity and the photother-
mal eﬀect, i.e. the the local temperature increase due to the electron-phonon
coupling after the electron excitation from a laser pulse. Figure 4.0.2 shows the
local heating of a gold nanorod sample solution, by optical irradiation (panel B)
and the eﬀect of heat transfer from a hot plate (panel A). The external trigger
mechanism can be then optimized through experiments on living cells (e.g. by
using confocal microscopy methods).
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A. B.
Figure 4.0.2: Temperature variation under heat transfer from a hot plate (A) and
under optical illumination (B), by means of an infrared thermal imaging camera.
It is worth noting that the color change of the photo-illuminated area from blu
(B.a) to red (B.d) highlights the large temperature variation (25°C - 90°C) with
respect to the biothermal setpoint (the ﬁngers of the hand).
Finally, a further step could be represented by the in vivo investigation: be-
fore being internalized by living cells, the gene vectors interact with biological
ﬂuids, i.e. blood. The ﬂuids components substantially alter the system structure
and subsequently the gene vector covered up by a protein shell, i.e. the protein
corona. This system of higher complexity has recently attracted research eﬀorts
from several groups, since regarding the importance of the biological eﬀects of
nanomaterials, there is still a limited knowledge about the binding structure, the
stability and the subsequent impacts. [11, 81]. The combined analyses by mean
of experimental techniques and molecular dynamics simulation will help guide the
rational design of nanomaterials for safe and eﬀective biomedical applications.
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Mie theory
In 1908, Gustav Mie published his paper on simulation of the color eﬀects con-
nected with colloidal gold particles. With his ﬁrst computations he managed to
explain the colour of gold colloids changing with the diameter of the gold spheres,
later interpreted in terms of localized surface plasmon resonances. Here we present
the solving strategy adopted by Mie, either for the historical importance of his
work, either because it provides a general and rigorous formalism for scattering
and absorption problems (including the resonance condition), later extended to
a variety of systems. Only the most relevant aspects are outlined, neglecting the
explicit calculations.
In the Mie scattering model the incident plane wave and the scattering ﬁelds
are expanded into radiating spherical vector wave functions. The internal ﬁeld is
expanded into regular spherical vector wave functions. By enforcing the boundary
condition on a spherical surface, the expansion coeﬃcients of the scattered ﬁeld
can be computed. In this way Mie studied the general problem of diﬀraction by
a single sphere, within the frame of the electrodynamics. Here we present the
general approach adopted.
The solution was based upon the determination of the scalar electromagnetic
potentials, from which the various ﬁelds have been derived. The vector wave-
equations for the electric (A.0.1) and the magnetic (A.0.2) ﬁelds follow from the
Maxwell's equations.
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∇2 ~E + k2m ~E = 0 (A.0.1)
∇2 ~H + k2m ~H = 0. (A.0.2)
Where k2m =
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
= ω2mµ. Let ψ(r, θ, φ) a scalar function in spherical
coordinates, solution of the equation
∇2ψ + k2mψ = 0. (A.0.3)
In the spherical domain ψ(r, θ, φ) can be written as product of functions of
single variable
ψ(r, θ, φ) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ) (A.0.4)
and according to the formalism of the Laplacian operator in spherical polar coor-
dinates, the scalar solutions assume the following form:
ψl,m(r, θ, φ) =
√
2
pi
Zl(kmr)P
m
l (cos θ)e
imφ. (A.0.5)
Where Pml (cos θ) are the Legendre polynomials and Zl(kmr) are related to the
l-order spherical Bessel functions jl(kmr) and Hankel functions hl(kmr).
In the Mie expansions an arbitrary wave is calculated from the vector poten-
tial ~A, which is represented as a linear combination of the characteristic vector
funcions ~M and ~N :
~A =
i
ω
∑
l,m
(Al,m ~Ml,m +Bl,m ~Nl,m). (A.0.6)
Where the vector function ~M and ~N are deﬁned by the following relations:
~Ml,m = ~∇∧ ~rψl,m (A.0.7)
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~Nl,m =
~∇∧ ~Ml,m
km
(A.0.8)
Both ~M and ~N are solenoidal functions and they are curl of each other, in
the same relations of the electric and magnetic ﬁelds. The incident, internal and
scattered ﬁelds can be valuated from ~A, in a functional form which include the
expansion coeﬃcients al, bl, cl and dl:
~Einc =
km
ω2mµ
∑
l,m
(Al,m ~Ml,m +Bl,m ~Nl,m) (A.0.9)
~Esc =
km
ω2mµ
∑
l,m
(Al,mal ~Ml,m +Bl,mbl ~Nl,m) (A.0.10)
~Eint =
km
ω2mµ
∑
l,m
(Al,mcl ~Ml,m +Bl,mdl ~Nl,m). (A.0.11)
And incident, internal and scattered magnetic ﬁelds can be calculated similiarly,
according to ~H = 1
iωµ
~∇ ∧ ~A. The coeﬃcients are determined by the boundary
conditions of continuity of the parralel components on the sphere surface and
assume the following forms:
al =
f
(l)
a (nχ)
n2jl(nχ)[χhl(χ)]′ − hl(χ)[nχjl(nχ)]′ (A.0.12)
bl =
f
(l)
b (nχ)
jl(nχ)[χhl(χ)]′ − hl(χ)[nχjl(nχ)]′ (A.0.13)
cl =
f
(l)
c (nχ)
jl(nχ)[χhl(χ)]′ − hl(χ)[nχjl(nχ)]′ (A.0.14)
dl =
f
(l)
d (nχ)
n2jl(nχ)[χhl(χ)]′ − hl(χ)[nχjl(nχ)]′ (A.0.15)
Where χ = 2pia
λ
nm, n = nsnm is the ratio of the sphere refractive index ns,
with respect to the surrounding medium index nm and the prime indicates the
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diﬀerentiation with respect to the argument. f (l)a,b,c,d(x) functions involve Bessel
and Hankel functions and their ﬁrst derivatives.
Hence the coeﬃcients al and dl expierence a resonant enhancement for
n2jl(nχ)[χhl(χ)]
′ = hl(χ)[nχjl(nχ)]′; (A.0.16)
while bl and cl have a resonant behaviour when
jl(nχ)[χhl(χ)]
′ = hl(χ)[nχjl(nχ)]′. (A.0.17)
The occurence of the resonance peaks is strongly dependent on the refractive
indexes, on the radius of the sphere and on the wavelength of the incident ﬁeld
(through χ).
Finally, the scattering and extintion cross sections can be evaluated through
the Poyinting theorem (Section 1.4.1):
σsc =
2pi
k2m
∞∑
l=1
(2l + 1)
(|al|2 + |bl|2) (A.0.18)
σext =
2pi
k2m
<
{ ∞∑
l=1
(2l + 1)(al + bl)
}
. (A.0.19)
It follows that for plane wave excitation, a resonant form of the cross sections
results, under the same conditions (A.0.16; A.0.17) [35, 50, 51].
It is noteworth to state that a series expansion of the functions involved in
A.0.16 and A.0.17 provides a better resonance condition than 1.4.13, since the
Fro¨hlich condition is strictly valid in the limit of vanishingly small radius. More
precisely, if jl(x) is expanded up to terms of order x4 and xhl(x) up to terms of
order x, then the Mie resonance condition reads:
 = −
(
2 +
12
5
n2χ2
)
m. (A.0.20)
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